Anne MacDonald

Interpreting Prasannapadā 19.3-7 in Context
A Response to Claus Oetke*

In the preceding article of this same volume of the *Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Südasiens* (*WZKS*), Claus Oetke examines a short but challenging passage from the first chapter of Candrákirti’s Prasannapadā (henceforth PsP) for which I, in a *WZKS* 2000 article entitled “The Prasannapadā: More Manuscripts from Nepal,” presented textual emendations and a translation based on the emended text.¹ As indicated by the title of Oetke’s, and now my own, article, the passage involved is found in de La Vallée Poussin’s edition of the PsP (henceforth PsP₄) on page 19, lines 3-7. Oetke accepts, with one exception, the emendations I make to the text of the passage, but criticizes and rejects my interpretation of it. He offers an alternative interpretation of the passage – embodied in his own translation of the emended version of PsP₄ 19.3-7 and underpinned with context-specific analysis – that he considers to be preferable to mine because it has, in his opinion, been derived in reliance on more methodologically solid principles than those he considers I used. His superior methodological approach, he believes, enables his interpretation “to account for all details.”² He claims that in my approach to the material certain traits can be discerned that “are suited to hamper progress.” He specifies: “One trait which can be detected even in ‘good philological tradition,’ but which impedes a more efficient employment of methodological tools, is a particular type of lack of self-reflection.” This lack of self-reflection, he explains, “con-

---

* I am indebted to Prof. Lambert Schmithausen and Prof. Karin Preisendanz for their insightful comments on the text passages discussed here and for their suggestions regarding the present paper. I am also grateful to Dr. Birgit Kellner for reading the paper and for her most helpful remarks.


² Oetke elaborates his statement that one should account for all details in textual interpretation in the maxim: “If one entertains the hypothesis that some expression E means (that) P – or: that the producer of E has meant by E that P – one should consider all expressions occurring in the same (con)text as E, including all meaning-constitutive elements of E, and ask which function could be ascribed to them if the hypothesis should be correct” (Oetke 2003: 131).
sists in a tendency to rely on intuitions at the expense of explicit and rigorous investigations on objective properties which an interpretation that one has proposed or wants to propose possess” (Oetke 2003: 130).

It is not my intention to restate here Oetke’s rather prolix explanation of the principles he advocates and thinks he utilized to reach his interpretation of the emended PsP$_L$ 19.3-7 passage, and I refer the interested reader to the latter part of his article for it. In brief, he primarily discusses two principles, termed by him the “principle of optimal linguistic performance” and the “principle of optimal contextual relevance,” respectively, collectively “optimality-principles of interpretation,” which have been obtained in large part in reliance on P. Grice’s conversational maxims. These principles become relevant in cases where more than one interpretation offers itself for a given interpretandum in that they provide criteria for evaluating competing interpretations and for distinguishing the most appropriate among them. The first assumes that the interpretation of a statement which best achieves the goals of the author, i.e., the interpretation whose entailed goals are more optimally realized by the interpretandum than the other goals entailed by other interpretations, is to be opted for, and that this interpretation should be the one that most satisfactorily accounts for all of the statement’s elements. This principle presupposes that an author who is aiming to convey a message will attempt to formulate it in a way conducive to getting this message across. The second principle recognizes as relevant to the understanding of a statement the assessment of sentences within the larger context of the unit to be interpreted because these are commonly designed, along with the interpretandum, to contribute to the realization of a common goal. Now, Oetke admits that these principles have been implicitly acknowledged in the Sanskrit philological tradition. His contention is that they are being increasingly disregarded, to the extent that Sanskrit philology’s very right to exist is threatened.

While I tend to disagree with Oetke’s generally extreme views regarding the state of Indology, I fully concur with his judgement regarding the value of and need for the exploitation of specific, effective methodologies in textual interpretation. The, in my opinion, fairly self-evident principles he is exhorting philologists to avail themselves of are indeed serviceable and effective aids in any attempt to discern an author’s

---

message and the meaning of the words and sentences that convey that message. The majority of scholars who have been trained in the Frauwallerian tradition of textual interpretation, among whom I count myself, apply such—even if they do not term them as Oetke does—and similar principles in their work. But they are also aware that there are other factors crucial for the correct interpretation of texts. Oetke himself, but only in passing, remarks that “optimality-principles do not exhaust everything that is relevant for assessments of interpretations.”4 In addition to the use of, as Oetke describes it, criteria derived from maxims of everyday speech, successful interpretation also requires awareness of the conventions of specialized, technical discourse, i.e., of the discussions between Indian philosophers, and knowledge of the idiom of the language, i.e., knowledge of language use. It is unfortunate that Oetke limited his approach to the material as he did because it has led to errors in his translation and interpretation of \( \text{PsP}_L \) 19.3-7. Readers will make their own judgements, but it also seems that Oetke has failed to successfully apply the very methodology he preaches.

I became aware of the “new and improved” interpretation of the emended version of \( \text{PsP}_L \) 19.3-7 during a brief email discussion with Oetke concerning particulars of the passage in the autumn of 1999, shortly after I had presented my emendations for the passage in a paper read at the Twelfth Conference of the International Association of Buddhist Studies. Oetke initially disagreed that \( \text{PsP}_L \) 19.3 should be emended from \( \text{na cāyam} \) to \( \text{sa cāyam} \), but then came to prefer my emendation. His further deliberations at that time gave rise to the basic views now expressed in his article, in brief, that the person referred to by the pronoun \( \text{ayam} \) in \( \text{sa cāyam} \) must be a Mādhyamika, and not the Sāṅkhya opponent, as I assume him to be. Much as I appreciated Oetke’s engagement with the passage, I found his interpretation to be so unacceptable that I decided against even mentioning it as straw man in my \( \text{WZKS} \) 2000 article. The remarks that I did make in regard to the possibility of the referent of the pronoun \( \text{ayam} \) being the Mādhyamika were made with reference to the \( \text{PsP}_L \) 19.3 reading \( \text{na cāyam} \) and with Stcherbatsky’s translation in mind.5 While I remain convinced of the utter unac-

---

5 Cf. Stcherbatsky’s translation in MacDonald 2000: 175-176. For his recent translation of the same passage, C.W. Huntington relies, for reasons unstated, on Vaidya’s edition of the PsP and accepts the reading \( \text{na cāyam} \) (see Huntington 2003: 89, n. 57). Following Stcherbatsky, he takes the main subject of the passage
ceptability of Oetke’s interpretation, I do welcome the opportunity to present my translation again, this time in an “updated” version with certain refinements, and to explicate the reasons for my interpretation. I find it almost superfluous to add that it will quickly become clear that my interpretation of the passage is by no means based on the intuitive “if it feels good, translate it that way” pseudo-methodology that Oetke accuses me of.

Since Oetke, in addition to presenting the emended text for PsP₇, 19.3-7, includes de La Vallée Poussin’s text for and a translation of the related section leading up to PsP₇ 19.3, i.e., from PsP₇ 14.1 on, at the beginning of his article for the sake of providing the context for the main passage of interest, it may be appropriate and expedient to present here the revised text for this section, i.e., the text from my Sanskrit edition of the first chapter of the PsP, and my own translation of the segments of this section. Following Oetke, I omit the quotations at PsP₇ 16.4-10. My understanding of Candrakīrti’s statements in this related section should become clearer therewith, and interested readers will have access to certain philological details and musings. Even though many of the textual changes or points of translation on which I take issue with Oetke and other translators in these earlier segments do not directly bear on the interpretation of the emended PsP₇ 19.3-7 segment, they are often important for the respective segments and therefore worthy of note. The interpretation of the PsP₇ 18.5-9 segment, on the other hand, plays a large role in Oetke’s decision to interpret 19.3-7 as he does, and with it we completely part ways.

With the exception of my remarks on the significant emendations made to the PsP₇ 16.11-18.4 segment, I have tried to limit most of my com-

---

6 Oetke introduces his English rendering of the section with the words “... one can describe the train of thoughts of that passage as follows” (Oetke 2003: 114). He does not explain why he prefers (if he indeed does prefer) to view it as a “description.” I refer to his English rendering as a “translation” because he attempts to reflect all of the section’s linguistic details in it and because he employs in it the conventions, i.e., round and square brackets, of formal translation.

7 The Sanskrit and Tibetan editions and the translation are being prepared for publication.
ments on the various textual problems to the notes. Discussions that had become unwieldy as notes have been included in an Appendix. Expressions in the Sanskrit text that are not supported by the available manuscripts of the PsP but that have been taken over from PsP₄ appear in Roman print. Emendations that are supported by the manuscripts appear in bold italics. Emendations neither supported by the manuscripts nor suggested by de La Vallée Poussin (LVP) are in bold Roman.

The relevant section occurs towards the beginning of the first chapter of the Prasannapadā, subsequent to Candrakīrti’s remarks on the maṅgalaslokaṣ of the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā (MMK) – a third of which he has devoted to criticizing Bhāviveka’s comments on the etymology of the word pratītyasamutpāda – and his citation of MMK 1.1⁸ and brief comments on its individual words. Taking up the first position negated in MMK 1.1, namely, arising from self, a view that he attributes to the Sāṅkhya school, Candrakīrti cites Madhyamakāvatāra 6.8cd (tasmād dhi tasya bhavane na guṇo ‘sti kaścij jātasya janma punar eva ca naiva yuktam //) as a reasoning demonstrating that arising from self is impossible (cf. PsP₄ 13.6: yayā copapattāya svata utpādo na sambhavati sā ... ). Following this citation, which is obviously based on the first ground in the statement of [unwanted] consequence⁹ (prasaṅgavākya) Buddhapālīta has set forth to elucidate the inacceptability of arising from self in his own commentary to MMK 1.1, Candrakīrti directly cites Buddhapālīta’s statement of unwanted consequence and its explanatory sentences.

PsP₃ (cp. PsP₄ 14.1-3), translation and comments:

ācāryabuddhapālitas tv āha na svata utpadyante bhāvās tadutpāda vayrayād atiprasaṅgadosāca ca¹⁰ | na hi svātmanā vidyamānānām padārthānām

---


⁹ I understand prasaṅgavākya as a technical term and therefore translate it as “a statement of [unwanted] consequence,” and not, as it often is translated, as “a statement of a consequence” or, as Oetke does (2003: 114), “a statement of [undesired] consequences” (my italics).

¹⁰ I follow LVP in emending the text to include this ca. None of the mss. attest a ca; all end the previous compound with either dosāt or dosān. PsP Tib, however, attests the daṅ required by the context, as do BP Tib and PP Tib. The repeated copying of cca akṣaras often results in the lower ca coming to resemble a small blur. In the present case, in part because the akṣara precedes a danḍa, the lower blur must have been read as the virāma for a slightly deformed t or n, or was dropped, a virāma being added later to this akṣara interpreted as or resembling a ta or na.
punarutpāde prayojanam asti | atha sann api jāyeta na kudācin na jāyete-

For his part (tu), the Master Buddhapālita states, “Things do not arise from self because their arising would be pointless (tadutpādavaiyarthyāt) and because there would be the fault of absurdity (atiprasaṅgaṣatā).

For there is no purpose in the re-arising of things [already] existing by [their] own nature. But if [a thing], though [already] existing, would arise [again], it would never not arise.”

The correct understanding of a Sanskrit philosophical text, in addition to the aforementioned tools and prerequisites, also requires familiarity with the use of the conjunctions and particles that mark logical relationships. Oetke, both here in the final sentence of the segment and in a later segment, translates atha with “or”; in the present segment he translates, “Or [one assumes that something] originates although it is [already] existing. [In that case] it should never not originate” (2003: 114). “Or” correctly translates atha vā, but not atha. atha is commonly encountered in philosophical discussions in the sense of “but if,” “if, however.” De Jong has already commented on the meaning of exactly

11 Oetke does not translate this tu, which is meant to offset Buddhapālita’s argument from the one Candrakīrti has just cited from the Madhyamakāvatāra.

12 Oetke translates atiprasaṅga as “an excess of [undesired] consequences” (Oetke 2003: 114). Buddhapālita, with skye ba thug pa med par ’gyur ba ’i phyir (he may have used an expression like *janmāniṣṭhāpatteḥ) intends just one consequence, viz., an eternal arising of the existing thing, and not a multitude of mutually differing consequences. Candrakīrti, if we assume the change from *janmāniṣṭhāpatteḥ to atiprasaṅgaṣatā to have been intentional on his part, and not a transmissional error, appears to have reformulated the ground pointing out that things that arise from themselves will never stop arising into one indicating that arising from self, to put it colloquially, “goes ‘too far’ (ati),” i.e., leads to an absurd situation.

13 BP reads: de la re žig diños po rnams bdag gi bdag ųid las skye ba med de | de dag gi skye ba don med pa ųid du ’gyur ba ’i phyir da ni | skye ba thug pa med par ’gyur ba ’i phyir ro | ’di ltar diños po bdag gi bdag ųid du yod pa rnams la yet skye ba dgos pa med do | gal le yod kyau yan skye na nam yan mi skye bar mi ’gyur bas de yan mi ’dod de | de ’i phyir re žig diños po rnams bdag las skye ba med do (BP ed 10.11-17). PP: ’di las gźan ni diños po rnams bdag gi bdag ųid las skye ba med de | de dag gi skye ba don med pa ųid du ’gyur ba ’i phyir da ni | skye ba thug pa med par ’gyur ba ’i phyir ro | (D without |) zes rnam par bsad pa byed do (D 49a5-6; P 58b7-8). Avalokitarvata informs that ’di las gźan (“the [MMK commentator] different from this [MMK commentator Bhāviveka]”) is one of a group of MMK commentators. He lists as MMK commentators Nāgārjuna, Buddhapālita, Candrakīrti, Devaśarman, Guṇaśīrī, Guṇamati, Sthiramati and Bhāviveka; he identifies the author of the citation as Buddhapālita (cf. PPT D 73a4-6; P 85a7-85b1).
this *atha* of Buddhapālita’s statement in his review of M. Sprung’s translation of the PsP, where he corrects Sprung’s “That is, if” to “But if.”

PsPₘ (cp. PsPₐ 14.4-15.2), translation and comments:

atraike dūṣaṇam āhus tad ayuktaṃ hetudṛṣṭāntānabhidhānāt paroktadosā-parihārāc ca

| prasaṅgavākyatvāc ca prakṛtārthaviparyayeṇa viparīta-
| sādhyataddharmavyaktatva
| parasmād utpannā bhāravā yanmasāphalyāj jan-
| manirodhāc ceti kṛtāntavirodhaḥ syād iti

---

14 See de Jong 1981: 228. Schmithausen has also explicitly noted that “or” is not an appropriate translation for *atha*. See L. Schmithausen, Zu D. Seyfort Ruegg, Buch “La Théorie du Tathāgatagarbha et du Gotra” (Besprechungsaufsatz). WZKS 17 (1973) 123-160, at p. 149. For *atha* as “but if,” see also Speijer 1988: § 486. Seyfort Ruegg translates the *atha* in Buddhapālita’s statement as “but if” in his recent translation of the PsP on MMK 1.1. He overlooks, however, that *api* is intended in a concessive sense, and thus translates it as “also”: “But (ii) if (*atha* = *ci ste*) the existent also were [once] to be [re]born, never would it not be [re]born” (Seyfort Ruegg 2002: 25).

15 I follow LVP in emending the text to include this *ca*. None of the fifteen mss. attests a *ca*; all end the previous compound with either ‘*hārāt* or ‘*hārāta* (on the reinterpretation of *cca akṣaras*, see above n. 10). The mss. read *hetudṛṣṭāntānabhidhānāt paroktadosāparihārāt(a) prasaṅgavākyatvāc ca prakṛtārthaviparyayeṇa*, etc. All but ms. P, the palm-leaf ms., place a double *daṇḍa* after *hetudṛṣṭāntānabhidhānāt*, and all, with the exception of one paper ms., place either a single or double *daṇḍa* after *paroktadosāparihārāt*. LVP bases his emendation on PsP Tib: *gtan tshigs daṅ dpe ma brjod pa’i phyir daṅ | gzano gyis smras pa’i ŋes ma bsad ba’i phyir ...* (PsPₐ 14, n. 5). On this and the following *ca*, see the Appendix, point 2.

16 LVP emends to *evyaktatva* (attested in my ms. D), noting that PsP Tib’s *mAon pas* would expect as equivalent *evyakteḥ* (PsPₐ 15, n. 2). I imagine that the translators read *evyaktatva* and understood the locative in the sense of “in view of,” and thus “since,” as I have. LVP also conjectures *vpaṇī[a]rtha[sādhyataddharma]* on the basis of PsP Tib’s *bsgrub par bya ba daṅ | de’i chos bblog pa’i don*, a conjecture I am hesitant to accept – even though the PP translation indicates that *arthā* was included in PP Skt – on account of the fact that an assumed loss of the *akṣara* parts *ā* and *ṛth* is difficult to explain and because the compound *vpaṇī[r]āṣa[ndhiya]sādhanavyaktitv* is attested later in the text (cf. PsPₐ 38.12-39.1, where LVP presents the text as *vpaṇī[a]rtha[n]vyaktivārthaḥ*). His reading must be emended to *vpaṇī[a]rtha[n]vyaktivārthaḥ*.

One also notes that the author of the *LṬ* does not appear to have read *arthā* between *vpaṇī[a]rtha[n] and *sādhya*: *prasaṅgavākyatvāc prakṛtārthayād ityantam ekāḥ paksāḥ prasaṅgaviparyayeṇa vpaṇī[a]rthasya sādhyasya vyaktinipattitiḥ* (read *vyakti[n] nipattitiḥ*; cf. Yonezawa 1999: 1023). The appearance of *don* in PsP Tib must be the result of the translators having appropriated the citation directly from PP Tib; on their method of dealing with citations, see p. 163f.

17 All of the mss. but ms. P, which is damaged at this point, attest *iti*. PsP Tib attests the equivalent *ţes*. 
In regard to this [statement of Buddhapālita’s], some specifically, Bhāviveka criticize: “That [argumentation] is incorrect because a reason (hetu) and an example (dṛṣṭānta) have not been stated and because the faults pronounced by the [Sāṅkhya] opponents have not been refuted. And because it is a statement of [unwanted] consequence (prasaṅgavākyā) [it follows,] since through the reversal of the meaning [of the statement] under discussion the opposite of the probandum (sādhya) and [of] its properties (taddharma) [i.e., the probans] are expressed, [that] there would be contradiction with [your own] accepted tenets (kṛtāntavirodha), [because your consequence would imply that] ‘Things have arisen from other, because [their] arising is purposeful and because arising stops [upon completion of the process of arising].’”

---

18 LVP asserts that “eke – Bhāvaviveka-ādayaḥ” (PsP L 14, n. 4). *LT’s author identifies eke as Bhāviveka: atraika iti Bhāvivekah (cf. Yonezawa 1999: 1023).

19 In regard to prasaṅga LVP quotes Nyāyavārttikatātparyāṭīkā: prasaṅgo hi na sādhanam, hetor abhāvāt (see PsP L 23, n. 3).

20 Seyfort Ruegg erroneously translates the first two reasons as one, interpreting the first as the ground for the second. He does not provide an explanation for his interpretation. He translates, “That [argument of Buddhapālita’s] is unfounded. This is so (i) because, on the one hand, no inferential reason (gtan tshigs) and no instance (dpe) having been provided, no rebuttal has been provided (aparihāra = ma bsal ba) [by Buddhapālita] of the faults (doṣa = ņes pa) alleged by the opponent [viz. the Sāṃkhya]” (2002: 26).

21 On the reading glags yol pa’i tshig (*sāvakāśavacana) in the PP, see the Appendix, Point 3.

22 Candrakīrti is citing from Bhāviveka’s PP which reads in translation: de ni rigs pa ma yin te | gtan tshigs dañ dpe ma brjod pa’i phyir dañ | gzan gyis smras pa'i ņes pa ma bsal ba'i phyir ro | (D: phyir dañ | glags yol pa’i tshig yin pa’i phyir te | 2 skabs kyi don las bzlog pas bsgrub (P: sgrub) par bya ba dañ | de’i chos bzlog pa’i don mñoñ pas dios po rnam gsan las skyer ba ’gyur ba dañ | skyer ba ‘bras bu dañ beas pa ’nid du ’gyur ba dañ | skyer ba thug pa yol par ’gyur ba’i phyir mdzad pa’i mtha” dañ ’gal bar ’gyur ro (D 49a6-49b1; P 58b8-59a2; translated in Ames 1993: 222-223; Kajiyama 1963: 50; Yotsuya 1999: 76). PsP Tib: ’thel bar ’gyur ba’i tshig for glags yol pa’i tshig; “without te | ’grab pa’i mtha for mdzad pa’i mtha’. — On LVP’s remark that janmanirodhā does not correspond to PsP’s (and PP’s) skyer ba thug pa ... (PsP L 15, n. 4), see Hopkins 1983: 817, n. 363. For discussions on the third point of criticism, see Hopkins 1983: 490-492; Tillemans 1992: 318ff.; Seyfort Ruegg 1991: 290-296 and n. 35, and, more recently, 2000: 252-265. Bhāviveka is referring to a reversal (viparyaya) in the sense of a reformulation of the probandum “things do not arise from self” into “things have arisen from other” and of the first probans “because their arising would be pointless” into “because their arising is purposeful” and of the second “because there would be a succession without end of arising” (or, as Candrakīrti presents it: “because there would be the fault of absurdity”) into “because arising stops.”
Bhāviveka argues, first, that Buddhapālita’s statement of unwanted consequence is not suitable as an argument against the position of arising from self because it does not include a proper reason and example. Yotsuya has explained why the two grounds in the consequence are not acceptable (1999: 76, n. 10):

In pointing out that entities do not originate from self, Buddhapālita presents the grounds: pointlessness (don med pa, vaiyarthya) and infinite regress (thug pa med pa, anavasthā) .... These are, however, not considered to be logical reasons, since they are not properties of the subject, i.e. entities. In other words, “pakṣadharmatā”, which is one of the characteristics of a correct logical reason ... is not established.  

Bhāviveka next criticizes Buddhapālita for not having refuted the Śaṅkhya critique of (in Bhāviveka’s opinion, a proper) argument against arising from self (cf. Candrakīrti’s citation of the Śaṅkhya critique on p. 160). The specific argument the Śaṅkhya criticized was of course Bhāviveka’s own inference refuting arising from self, which Candrakīrti later cites as na paramārthata ādhyātmikāny āyatanaṁ svataṁ utpānṇāṁ vidyamāṇatvāc Caitanyavat “Ultimately the inner bases have not arisen from self [i.e., from themselves] because [they] are [already] existing, like consciousness.” Bhāviveka presumes that the inference Buddhapālita should have presented would be liable to the same generally applicable critique of the Śaṅkhya and thus faults Buddhapālita for having failed to neutralize it.

---

23 More precisely, the grounds are “pointlessness of arising” and “a succession without end of arising.”

24 Candrakīrti cites the inference at PsP₂₅.9-26.1. The reason is given as vidyamāṇatvāt at PsP₂₆.1, but as sattvāt at PsP₃₀.15 and 33.4. Note that the reason in the second svata evānumāṇa set forth by Candrakīrti at PsP₂₂.4 is vidyamāṇatvāt. The reason referred to at PsP₂₀.5-6 will also have to be construed as vidyamāṇatvāt (cf. PsP₂₁.4-5: vidyamāṇatvāna ... hetunā ...). PP Tib translates the inference as don dam par naṁ gi shye mchö rdugs bdag las skye ba med par ‼ yod pa ’i phyir dper na shes pa yod pa ŋid bzin no (PP D 49a2-3; P 58b1-2) “It is ascertained that ultimately the inner bases do not arise from self [i.e, from themselves] because [they] are [already] existing, like consciousness.”

25 Avalokitavrata’s interpretation of the second criticism is similar: gžan yaṅ gžan gyzis smras pa ’i ņes pa ma bsa’i phyir te ‼ gal te de la gzan tshiṅ ba daṅ dpe dag brjod ciṅ sgrub pa rdo rtags par brjod du zin kyi de la skye bar smra ba gžan gyzis smras pa ’i ņes pa gdon mî za bar ’byuṅ bar ’gyur na ‼ de yaṅ khyod kyiš (P: kyi) ma bsa’ bas ‼ de ’i phyir gžan gyzis smras pa ’i ņes pa ma bsa’i bzi phyir de ni rigs pa ma gyn no ‼ (PPT D 74a1-2; P 86a5-7). Hopkins translates: “Furthermore, [it is not suitable] because [the reasoning as Buddhapālita states it] does not avoid the fallacies adduced by another [that is, the fallacies that a Śaṅkhya would be expected
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critique assumes that the consequence will yield another, in this case unwished for, meaning when its probandum and probans are reversed. Oetke’s translation of Bhāviveka’s second criticism gives the impression that he understands that the Sāṅkhyaś have directly faulted Buddhapālita’s consequence, which they certainly have not. He translates: “This is improper, because an inferential reason (hetu) and an example (dṛṣṭānta) have not been presented [in Buddhapālita’s proof] and because the faults [of that argumentation] which have been pointed out by the opponent (i.e. the defender of the Sāṁkhya-position) have not been refuted” (Oetke 2003: 114). He rephrases this second criticism in his summarizing explanation of the section as “the refutation lacks an explicit rejection of the reproach that it is beset by other non-formal defects” (p. 117). He further mistranslates prakṛtārthaviparyayena, a compound indicating how the expressing (vyakti) of the opposite of the probandum and probans is brought about (correct translation: “through the reversal of the meaning [of the statement] under discussion”). The compound has to be construed with the entire following compound, and cannot be construed solely with viparīta, the first member of the compound, as Oetke would have it. He translates PsP_L’s prakṛtārthaviparyayena viparīṭarthe vādhyataddharmavyaktavat as “… a probandum as well as properties of that (i.e. the substratum) emerge which are opposite by being opposed to the pertinent objects/meanings ...” (Oetke 2003: 114).

PsP_M (cp. PsP_L 15.3-16.2), translation and comments:

sarvam etad dūṣaṇam auyujyamānam eva26 vayaṃ paśyāmah | katham kṛteśa | tatra yat tācād uktam hetudṛṣṭāntanabbhidhānād iti tad ayuktam | kim kāraṇam | yasmāt paraḥ scata utpattim abhyupacchhan vidyamānasya punarutpāde prayojanam prachyate | scata iti vidyamānam27 hetuvācena braviṣi28 tad eva cophadyata iti na ca vidyamānasya punaruttpattau
to adduce’. This indicates that] even if he had fully expressed and established a reason and an example, it would, without question, have the fallacies adduced by another who propounds [ultimately existent] production, but you [Buddhapālita] did not avoid them; therefore, because of not avoiding the fallacies adduced by another, [the explanation] is not suitable” (1983: 464).

26 All of the mss., except for ms. P, which is damaged at this point, attest eva. PsP Tib is without an equivalent for eva.

27 Mss. P and D attest vidyamānam. PsP Tib attests the equivalent yod pa.

28 Mss. P and N attest bravīṣi, while the rest attest bravīṣī. PsP Tib reads for the sentence: bdag las žes bya ba ni yod pa rgyu ſid dan de ſid skye’o žes smras pa yin.
prayojanaṃ paśyāmo 'navasthāṃ ca paśyāmahi | na ca tvayotpamasya
punarutpāda isyate na29 cāpy anIṣṭeti20 | tasmān nirupapattika eva bhavadvādaḥ31 svabhṛtyagamaviruddhaḥ ceti |

kim iyati32 codite para nābhūpaiti yato hetudṛṣṭāntopādānasāpalyāṃ syāt | othā svabhṛtyagamavirodhacodanavyāpi32 para na nivartate tadāni
nirvijjatayā34 hetudṛṣṭāntabhāyāṃ api naiva nivarteta | na conmattakena sahāsmākaṃ viśāda iti sarvathā35 priyānumānatām evātmana ācāryaḥ

29 All of the mss. attest na. PsP Tib reads thug pa med par yan mi 'dod do for na cāpy anIṣṭeti. LVP conjectures 'na[va]sthā for the mss.'s na because he emends the readings eniṣṭeti and eniṣṭheti that appear in his mss. (for the following anIṣṭeti) to anIṣṭeti – taking anIṣṭā of his emendation anIṣṭeti to reflect PsP Tib's mi 'dod – and then requires a Skt basis for Tib's thug pa med pa. anIṣṭāḥ, however, of anIṣṭeti was the basis for thug pa med pa. For the sake of clarity the translators have added a translation for the iṣyate ('dod) that is understood through anuvṛtti in the Skt.

30 Ms. P attests the correct reading anIṣṭeti. See also the preceding note. Cf. BHSD s.v. anIṣṭāpada.

31 I emend to bhavadvādaḥ on the basis of ms. P’s bhavadvādaḥ. LVP emended to tvadvādaḥ on the basis of the reading tadavādaḥ in his three manuscripts. LVP considers, in the light of Tib’s khyed cag gi rtsod pa, tvadvivādaḥ as an alternate emendation possibility (PsP₁, 15, n. 7). Candrakīrti has in the previous sentence utilized the pronoun tvad, that is, tvayā, to refer to the Sāṅkhya opponent. Forms of the pronouns tvad and bhavat may be used promiscuously, and it is common to see them used alternatively, even within the same sentence (cf. Speijer 1988: § 259 Rem.) The akṣara dva is easily read as va in old Nevārī, and bha is frequently confused with ta. A va with damage at the point its oval connects with its vertical stroke can be mistaken for da. tadavādaḥ would thus have entered the ms. tradition when bha was read as ta, va as da, and deva as va.

32 Ms. P attests the previously unconfirmed iyati that Yotsuya has suggested for LVP’s conjecture tannātreṇa (1999: 57). LVP’s conjecture tannātreṇa was based on Tib’s ‘di dag tsam ḥig gis (PsP₁, 15, n. 8). De Jong, reading the corrupted iyati of ms. D as iryacc(?) iti (I read it as iryavr[?]iti), had earlier tentatively suggested iyad iti (1978: 29).

33 Following LVP, I emend the mss.’ readings ṛviruddha°, ṛdiruddha° to ṛvirodha°. PsP Tib: raṅ gyis khas blais pa dun gal bas brtsad pas kyan.

34 Mss. P and D attest the correct reading tadāpi°. The other thirteen mss. attest tadāpi°. PsP Tib does not attest an equivalent for ati, but the prefix ati is sometimes left untranslated. Tib also does not attest an equivalent for api, and it would be quite unusual for an api after tadā to be ignored. It is anyway difficult to make sense of an api here.

35 All of the mss. attest sarvathā or variations of it. LVP has emended to tasmāt under the influence of Tib’s de ‘i phyir. The previous iti appears to have been translated as de ‘i phyir and sarvathā was either purposely not translated or overlooked. Yotsuya also emends to sarvathā on the basis of his ms. material and Tanji 1988 (see Yotsuya 1999: 57 and n. 34).
We view this entire critique as being quite incorrect. Why? That alleged first in it, namely, “because a reason and an example have not been stated,” is inapplicable. For what reason? Because [with Buddhapālita’s statement] the [Sāṃkhya] opponent maintaining arising from self is questioned as to the purpose of the re-arising of something [already] existing: [When you say] “from self” (svataḥ), you assert something [already] existing to be the cause (hetu-vina) and [assert that] exactly that arises; but we do not see [any] purpose in the arising again of something [already] existing, and we see [in this claim of the arising of things already existing] an infinite succession (anavasthā).

And you

\[^{36}\] *LT: vayam iti Candrakīrttiḥ. Immediately before this clarification, *LT’s author comments that Bhāviveka is said to be a proponent of independent proofs: Bhāvivekaḥ kila svatantrasā [dha] navādī (cf. Yonezawa 1999: 1023).

\[^{37}\] Tib without an equivalent for vidyamānasya punarutpāde prayojanam. It may have been dropped by the translators because pha rol po bdag las skye bar ’dod pa la ’dri bar byed pa yin (= paraḥ sveta utpattim abhinyupagachan prechye) has for the sake of the Tibetan syntax been placed not before the argumentation beginning with svata iti vidyamānḥ hetu-vina bravīṣi, but after the final conclusion tasmān nirupapattika eva bhavadvādaḥ svābhavyupagamaviruddhaḥ ca. The translators may have considered that this placement of pha rol po bdag las skye bar ’dod pa la ’dri bar byed pa yin made vidyamānasya punarutpāde prayojanam irrevocable, or misleading, since a lack of purpose relates only to the first part of the argumentation in the Skt, and represents only one of the consequences of arising from self, the second also having been stated in the Tib before pha rol po bdag las skye bar ’dod pa la ’dri bar byed pa yin appears. The restructuring of the passage is not completely satisfactory, though, because it presents the opponent as being directly asked the argumentation (… žes pha rol po … ’dri bar byed pa yin), whereas in the Skt the opponent is “questioned” in regard to the purpose of re-arising in the form of being challenged by its consequence. — Seyfort Ruegg has failed to notice that pha rol po bdag las skye bar ’dod pa la ’dri bar byed pa yin is indeed included in PsP Tib. He translates: “This is because, <[origination] from self being accepted by the [Sāṃkhya] opponent who is questioned (prechye) as to the purpose of renewed origination [not in Tib,)> …” (2002: 27).

\[^{38}\] Tib adds yāḥ (… dgyos pa ma mthoṅ zhin thung pa med par yāṅ mthoṅ …). Hopkins translates, “and we also see …” (1983: 474).

\[^{39}\] Cp. Candrakīrti on ČS 11.10: yādi hi tasvāśītvam syāt tadā satā vidyamānasya punar api janna nyāyaṃ niprajojanatvāt [ ] anīthāprasaṅgūd a sāṃśāram ekasyaiva-thasya punar utpādenāparisamāploda-yaśyā satas tatpadārthantarāpraṇātya hetuphalabhaevāyāghātāḥ syāt (CST ed 228.14-18; see also CST ed 228, n. 13).
do not assent to the arising again of what has arisen, nor to a succession without end (anisṭhā). Therefore, your assertion [that things arise from self] is simply illogical (nirupapattika), and is contradicted by what [you your]self [otherwise] maintain (svābhypagamaviruddha).

Is [it reasonable to assume,] when [he has been] censured to such an extent (iyati codite), that the [sensible] opponent does not accept (i.e., that he rejects) [our criticism], so that the employment of a reason and an example might [in fact] be useful (sāphalya)? [No, he accepts it, of course!] But if the opponent does not withdraw even with the censure (codanā) that there is contradiction with what [he him]self maintains, then out of [his] extreme shamelessness (atinirlajjatā) he would certainly not withdraw even with [our resorting to] a reason and example. And we do not debate with a madman (unmattaka). Thus, the Master [Bhāviveka], introducing an inference even when it is inopportune (asthāna), reveals nothing but his liking – at all costs (sarrathā) – for inference. But because he does not maintain any other position (pakṣa), it is not right for a Mādhyamika himself to construct an independent inference (svatantram anumānam).

On account of the various emendations that need to be made to the PsP₇ text for this segment, I shall limit my comments on Oetke’s PsP₇-based translation to the most fundamental. Most distressing to the conscientious philologist, or to anyone else, for that matter, who wishes to know what Candrakīrti said, is Oetke’s complete disregard – here and throughout this entire section preceding the passage of interest – of the emendations made to the PsP₇ text by de Jong on the basis of the important Rome ms. (I refer to it as “ms. D”) over a quarter of a

---

40 Tib without an equivalent for eva, possibly because the translators understood it as a mere predicate-marker.

41 Although the subject of the locative absolute iyati codite is actually iyat, for the sake of the English I translate as above. ‘di dag of Tib’s ‘di dag tsam žig gis brtsad pa na appears to be the translators’ specification of exactly what “to such an extent” (iyat) refers back to, namely, either the two consequences utpādavai-yarthīyāt and *jamānīṣṭhāpateh stated by Buddhapālīta (cf. n. 12, above), or the nirupapattika(teva) and svābhypagamaviruddhat(teva) implied by the consequences. The fact that svābhypagamaviruddha is referred to in the following sentence may indicate that the translators meant the latter pair.

42 *LT’s author identifies the “Master” as Bhāviveka: ācārya iti Bhāvivekaḥ (cf. Yonezawa 1999: 1023).

43 I construe sarrathā with priyānumānatām. On PsP Tib’s reading, see n. 35.

44 PsP Tib without an equivalent for svataḥ: dbu ma pa yin na ni raṅ gi rgyud kyī rjes su dpag par bya ba rig pa yaṅ ma yin le.
century ago and, more recently, by Yotsuya on the basis of further manuscript material.\(^{45}\) Incorporation of these hard-won emendations would have at least spared the reader having to grapple with the translation “... because the (Śāṅkhya-)opponent ... is asked about the use [which might be fulfilled] if a re-origination of something [already] existing [occurred], since [the expression] ‘from itself’ [means that it exists] as a cause and [on the other hand] that very thing originates” (Oetke 2003: 115). Even though Oetke issues two disclaimers for his sole reliance on PsP\(_L\),\(^{46}\) I fail to comprehend just how a mode of procedure that ignores potentially important textual readings can be reconciled with the mode of procedure that carefully takes all details into consideration. I admit that the textual changes ignored here by Oetke do not substantially affect the interpretation of the PsP\(_L\) 19.3-7 passage, but this fact hardly justifies the reproduction of what now has to be considered a corrupt text.

The first sentence of the second part of this segment is intended as a rhetorical question. I supplement my translation of the sentence with bracketed material and add the presupposed answer to the question in brackets for the sake of illuminating the sense intended by Candrakīrti. The other interpretations liable to be suggested by the PsP\(_L\) text may be found in previous translators’ renderings of the sentence. One of the main (mis)interpretations, propagated initially by Stcherbatsky (in part under the influence of LVP’s conjecture tanmātreṇa), takes Candrakīrti to be asserting that the opponent does not accept this “mere” critique, i.e., the “mere” pointing out of the consequences that follow from the Śāṅkhya position of arising from self, and that a more effective method, the employment of an inference with a correct logical reason and example, is definitely required to convince the opponent that he is in error. Stcherbatsky translates, “Now, (you think) that if (the Śāṅkhya), our opponent, is assailed merely in this way, he will not yield (to our onslaught), and an (other) reason with example is needed


\(^{46}\) Before presenting the PsP\(_L\) text, Oetke states, “It seems that the foregoing passage beginning with p. 14,1 according to de La Vallée Poussin’s edition contains everything which is relevant for an assessment” (Oetke 2003: 112-113); before presenting his translation, he states, “Assuming that this text is sufficiently reliable at least for the relevant purpose of reconstructing the argumentative situation ...” (ibid., p. 114).
in order to make it (more) efficacious.” 47 This and other Stcherbatsky-style translations, however, must all implicitly assume a smuggled-in *na* at the beginning of the sentence, which will allow the sentence to be interpreted as “Is it not the case that ... the opponent does not accept [the criticism], so that ... ?” (and thus the assertion: “... the opponent does not accept [the criticism], so that ... ”). The recent translation by Seyfort Ruegg does not assume an illicit *na*, but it also does not appear to be reflecting the rhetorical question intended by Candrakīrti. Seyfort Ruegg translates, “[Now Candrakīrti observes regarding Bhavya’s criticism of Buddhapālita:] Having been challenged (*codita = brtṣad pa*) this much [by the Mādhyamika following Bhavya’s prescription], does the [Sāṃkhya] opponent (*para = pha rol po*) not [any longer] maintain his position (*nābhypaiti = khas len par mi byed dam*), so that the admission (*upādāna = bkod pa*) of an inferential reason and an instance might [then, had Buddhapālita provided them, turn out to] have a use (*yatato hetudṛṣṭāntopādānasāphalya*) [in the Mādhyamika’s debate with the Sāṃkhya]?” 48 If I understand him correctly, Seyfort Ruegg takes Candrakīrti to be merely asking if (and perhaps implying that) the Sāṅkhya will abandon his position, and indicating that the quitting of the position is the circumstance that makes the inference a useful tool. This interpretation of the main clause, however, and the interpretation that takes the main clause as implying that the opponent does accept the critique (i.e., the sentence is read as “... does the opponent not accept

47 Cf. Stcherbatsky 1927: 17; 1989: 100. Yotsuya presents three translations that are in this general pattern (1999: 56, n. 27; none of the three translations interpret *yatataḥ* as having a consecutive function).

48 Seyfort Ruegg 2002: 27-28. I do not understand why Seyfort Ruegg relates the “challenge” to a Mādhyamika who follows Bhāviveka’s prescription; Candrakīrti has merely restated the consequences that Buddhapālita has said are entailed by the position of arising from self and made more explicit why they force the Sāṅkhya to abandon this position. It is also not clear to me why he considers Candrakīrti to be speaking *sarcastically* in the passage (see p. 27, n. 13). If he connects a sarcastic tone with only the sentence under discussion, it is possible that he considers Candrakīrti to be saying that the Sāṅkhya will *not* accept the critique, and therefore the reason and example will not be of any use – thinking that the Sāṅkhya must have accepted the critique for the inference to come across effectively. This interpretation would reflect awareness of the fact that Candrakīrti intends in this passage to reject that inferences are of any use. The problem with the interpretation is that it implies that Buddhapālita’s consequences are not capable of dissuading the Sāṅkhya from his view and that independent inferences have a role to play once the opponent has relinquished his position.
..., so that ...”), which views the consecutive clause as indicating what ensues from the acceptance of the critique, namely, the employment of a reason and example becoming useful, meet with difficulties. First, it will have to be explained just what would be accomplished with the trotting out of an inference after the opponent has recognized his mistake and relinquished his position. Second, the segment now contains a glaring contradiction, for with the sentence under discussion Candrakīrti will be assenting to the Mādhyamika’s use of independent inferences in cases of opponents who give up their original position, but with the segment’s final sentence he emphatically denies that independent inferences may ever be utilized. The consecutive clause of the sentence has to be understood as indicating what might be considered to be of value if the opponent does not accept the criticism. Since the entire sentence is intended as a rhetorical question, it implies that the opponent accepts the criticism, and thus has no need of independent inferences. Even though it seems to be suggested with the sentence that an inference would be valuable when one is dealing with opponents who do not accept the critique, Candrakīrti immediately, with the following sentence, or rather alternative (note the use of atha), rejects the implication by stating that there is in fact no point in trying to convince such foolish opponents by way of inferences. Thus, with the first alternative, it is communicated that any reasonable Śāṅkhya opponent will promptly renounce the position of arising from self when confronted with the consequences of this position, without needing to be served up a formal inference, and with the second, it is declared that the Śāṅkhya opponent who refuses to abandon the position of arising from self even when faced with its un-

49 I am aware that Yotsuya understands the sentence as I do, but unfortunately his translation is not unambiguous. He translates, “When [the opponent (= the Śāṅkhya)] is censured to such an extent, why [should] the opponent not accept [our censure], so that the resorting (upādāna) to a logical reason and a logical example would be purposeful (sāphalyam)?” (1999: 56). Hopkins, too, understands the sentence as a rhetorical question implying that the opponent will accept the censure, but the structure of the Tibetan has caused some confusion. He translates, “When [Buddhapālita] debates through just these [consequences] which have the effects [derived] from stating a reason and example, would the opponent not accept it?” (1983: 474). The Tibetan reads: gaṅ las gtan tshigs dañ dpe bkod pa ’bras ba dañ beas par ’gyur ba ’di dag tsam žig gis brtsad pa na ci pha rol po khas len par mi byed dam ǀ.
acceptable consequences is such a bonehead that he will also not be swayed by full-fledged inferences. In neither case is an independent inference of any benefit. The two sentences constitute Candrakīrti’s first argument in defense of Buddhapālita’s reliance on statements of [unwanted] consequence (prasaṅgavākya) and against Bhāviveka’s claim that these are unacceptable and need to be replaced by, or at least supplemented with, independent inferences.

Oetke, apparently oblivious to Yotsuya’s emendation iyati, translates the first sentence as: “If only so much is brought forward [against him], what is there which the opponent does not [yet] admit, so that the mention of an indicating reason and an example might fulfil some purpose?” (Oetke 2003: 115). It is not completely clear to me how he understands the question. He appears to see Candrakīrti merely asking what, if anything at all, remains in doubt and thus requires an inference to be eliminated. It is possible to read his translation as verging on a rhetorical question, but his acceptance of LVP’s tanmātreṇa (“only so much”) makes the sentence ambiguous, and just as easily read as one implying that the critique is not quite sufficient. He translates the atha introducing the second sentence, as earlier, with “or,” and on account of this translates what is actually the protasis of the conditional sentence as an independent question, and the apodosis of the same conditional sentence (commencing with PsP’s tadāpi50) as a new, independent sentence. He translates: “Or is it so that the opponent is not brought to abstain from his views even by pointing out to him a contradiction concerning that which he himself accepts? Even then [it holds good that] because of his shamelessness not even reasons and examples would make him give up his view” (Oetke 2003: 115).

PsP₃ (ep. PsP₄ 16.11-18.4), translation and comments:

\[\text{yadā caivaṃ svatantrānāmnānābhidhāyītvāṃ mādhyamikasya tadā kuto nādhyātmikāny āyatanāni svata utpannānīti svatantrā pratijñā yasyāṃ sāṅkhyaḥ pratyavasthāsyante}\]

50 Yotsuya, who also did not have access to ms. P or ms. D, which read tadātinirlajjatayā where the other manuscripts present the more problematic tadāpi, more sensibly translates the PsP₄ text as “But if the opponent (= the Sāṃkhya) does not even withdraw ..., in this case, too, he will hardly withdraw ... (1999: 56). De Jong has not noticed that ms. D reads tadāti, and therefore does not suggest the emendation in his “Textcritical Notes.”
And when the Mādhyamika does not state an independent inference (svatantrānūmāna) in this way, how [could there possibly be] an independent thesis (svatantrā pratiññā) [like Bhāviveka’s, viz.,] “The inner bases (āyatanāni) have not arisen from self,” in regard to which the Sāṅkhyaś could object:

What is the meaning here of the thesis? Do [you deny that a thing that already] has the nature of an effect (kāryātmaka) [arises] from

---

\[51\] Thirteen of the mss., including ms. P, attest kāryātmakaḥ; two attest kāryātmakāḥ. LVP emends to kāryātmakāṭ on the basis of PsP Tib’s bras bu’i bdag ŋid las. PsP Tib reads for the first sentence: ci bdag las Žes bya ba ‘bras bu’i bdag ŋid las sam | ‘on te rgyu’i bdag ŋid las yin graṅ |

\[52\] Thirteen of the mss., including the palm-leaf ms., attest kāraṇātmaka; two attest kāraṇānmaka. LVP emends to kāraṇātmakād on the basis of Tib’s rgyu’i bdag ŋid las.

\[53\] Fourteen of the mss., including the palm-leaf ms., attest kāraṇātmakaś; one attests kāraṇātmakes. LVP emends to kāraṇātmakāc on the basis of Tib’s ‘bras bu’i bdag ŋid las.

\[54\] All of the mss. attest kāraṇātmakaś. LVP emends to kāraṇātmakāc on the basis of Tib’s rgyu’i bdag ŋid las.

\[55\] Following LVP, I emend the text to include siddhasādhanam, which is required by the context. All of the mss. lack siddhasādhanam. PsP Tib attests grub pa la sgrub pa ŋid.

\[56\] Following LVP, I emend the text to include the necessary vā. All the mss. lack vā. PsP Tib attests dam.

\[57\] LVP’s conjecture dosāprasaṅgād, made on the basis of PsP Tib (thal bar mi ’gyur ba), is confirmed, as has already been noted by de Jong in his “Textcritical Notes,” by ms. D.

\[58\] Ten of the mss., including the palm-leaf ms., attest na. LVP conjectures na on the basis of PsP Tib (brjod par bya ba ma yin no) but has overlooked that one of his three mss. attests na.

\[59\] Tib without an equivalent for ca.

\[60\] “The inner bases have not arisen from self” is the proposition of the independent inference constructed by Bhāviveka to prove non-arising from self (see p. 151 and n. 24).
self (i.e., reproduces itself) or [do you deny that a thing that still] has the nature of a cause (kāraṇātmaka) [arises from self] (i.e., reproduces itself)?

And what [will follow] from this? If [you deny that a thing that] has the nature of an effect [reproduces itself], there is the proving [by you the Mādhyamika] of what is [already] established (siddhasādhana) [for us Sāṅkhya]. If [you deny that a thing that] has the nature of a cause [reproduces itself], then the content/meaning [of your thesis] is contradicted (viruddhārhatā), because only as something existing with the nature of a cause does all that arises (utpattimat) arise.

How could there be for us (the Mādhyamikas) the reason (hetu) “because [they] are [already] existing” (vidyamānate), which [the Sāṅkhya claim] would have [the fault of] proving what is [already] est-

**Note:** PP Tib and PsP Tib attest a źes bya ba after bdag las for which no equivalent iti is found in PsP Skt (ci bdag las źes bya ba 'bras bu'i bdag ńid las sam | ʻon te rgyu'i bdag ńid las yin graṅ). It is difficult to know if źes bya ba is reflecting an iti that actually stood in PP Skt or if it represents an addition or interpretation of the PP Tib translators. A translation for the final iti, on the other hand, is not attested.

The objection appears in the PP as follows: 'dir graṅs can dag las kha cig phyir zlog par byed de | dam beas pa 'di'i don' gaṅ yin | ci bdag las źes bya ba 'bras bu'i bdag ńid las sam | ʻon te rgyu'i bdag ńid las des cir 'gyur | gal te 'bras bu'i bdag ńid las na ni grub pa la sgrub po (D: grub pa bsgrub bo) | ʻon te rgyu'i bdag ńid las na ni don 'gal ba ńid de | skye ba can thams cad ni rgyu'i bdag ńid du yod pa kha no las skye ba' phyir ro že na (D 49a3-5; P 58b3-5; cf. Kajiyama 1963: 49; Ames 1993: 222); PsP Tib: 'dam bea' ba'i don 'di for dam beas pa 'di'i don; 'yin graṅ | de las cir 'gyur | for des cir 'gyur | adds following yin; 'grub pa la sgrub pa yin la for grub pa la sgrub po; 'omits ʻon te; adds following yin; 'gal ba' don ńid du 'gyur te for don 'gal ba ńid de; 'skye ba dañ idan pa for skye ba can; 'without las. This section as found in the PsP is reproduced, translated and commented on in Yotsuya 1999: 61-64. Bhāviveka deals with the objection in the PP by declaring it inapplicable, since he negates mere (tsam) arising from self (see PP D 49a5; P 58b5-6). — On the Sāṅkhya theory of the manifestation of all entities from the “Ur-matter” prakṛti, see, e.g., Frauwallner 1984: 275ff., 303-307; Chakravarti 1975: 215-221; Larson – Bhattacharya 1987: 100-101, 246-249. That the Sāṅkhya hold that an effect is not substantially other than its cause is declared, e.g., at YD 109.13-14: na hi naḥ kāraṇād arthāntarabhūtaṃ kāryam utpadyata ity abhyupagaṃmaḥ. An effect is merely the differentiated manifestation of the subtle undifferentiated cause: idānīṃ satvam rajas tamah purusa iti padārthacatuṣṭayaṃ pratijñāyate | tatrāpi puruṣakartṛtvam pratijñāyate | tasmin pratijñāyate guṇānām eva-casthā-taraṃ kāryakāraṇabhāvaḥ | sāksmānām mūrtilābhah kāryaṃ | nīcchattvāsēnam avibhāgītaratvādānām kāraṇam ity ayaṃ siddhāntaḥ (YD 62.8-12).

Tib: ... kyaṅ ga la ...; Skt does not attest an equivalent for kyaṅ.
ablished or [the fault of] contradictoriness,\textsuperscript{64} so that we would have to endeavour to refute this proving of what is [already] established and contradictoriness?\textsuperscript{65} Therefore, simply because the faults adduced by the [Sāṅkhya] opponents do not entail, the Master Buddhapālita does not need to describe their refutation (\textit{tatparihāra}).

In this segment, Candrakīrti cites (with modifications) the Sāṅkhya critique of Bhāviveka’s independent inference that appears in the PP. Here in the PsP citation the Sāṅkhyaas state that if the Mādhyamika intends to argue that something already existing with the nature of an effect does not reproduce itself, then the inference refuting arising from self would prove what is already established for the Sāṅkhya (\textit{siddhasādhana}), because the Sāṅkhya rejects that things already existing as effects reproduce themselves, e.g., that a pot that has already manifested reproduces itself. In the second case, given that it is a fundamental Sāṅkhya presupposition that things exist with the nature of a cause and then arise, i.e., manifest, if the Mādhyamika intends to argue that things existing with the nature of a cause do not reproduce themselves, the thesis ends up being contradicted, because only things that exist in a non-manifest state, that is, exist with the nature of a cause, arise.

LVP emended the masculine singular nominative forms \textit{kāryātmaka} and \textit{kāraṇātmaka} of the Sāṅkhya objection (\textit{kāryātmakah}, \textit{kāraṇātmaka},

\textsuperscript{64} The term used here in the PsP to indicate the contradictory reason is \textit{viruddhārthatā} “being [an inference] whose meaning is contradicted.” The contradictory reason (\textit{viruddhā hetuḥ}) is a fallacious reason (\textit{hetvābhāsa}) in that it proves the opposite of what one intends to prove; cf. NM 4’s comm. (Tucci 1930: 23f.) and NM 9 (= PS III.27: \textit{chos dañ chos can rañ ño bo / yañ na de yi khyaḍ par ruñms // phyin ci log tu sgrub pa’i phyir / gnod med pa la ’gal ba yin //} “It is, when there is no incompatibility [with the proposition], a contradictory [reason] because it proves the opposite of the own-form or the characteristics of the subject or its attribute”; cf. Tucci 1930: 35; Katsura 1979: 78f.; cf. also Tucci 1929: 481). For example, the reason “because it has horns” in the inference “The animal coming is a horse, because it has horns” does not prove that the animal is a horse; it actually proves that the animal coming is a cow.

\textsuperscript{65} Cf. Yotsuya 1999: 63, n. 61. Seyfort Ruegg translates the last part of the sentence, which has a consecutive sense, as a separate sentence, and thereby brings in a meaning unintended by Candrakīrti. He translates the sentence as “How, for us [Mādhyamikas], could there be ... for which there might exist [the fault of either] \textit{siddhasādhana} or \textit{viruddhārthatā}? We will [indeed] seek to avoid any [argument] incurring [the faults in debate of either] establishment of the [already] established or a sense that is contradictory” (2002: 30).
kāryātmakaś, kāraṇātmakaś) that he found in his manuscripts to their corresponding ablative forms because PsP Tib’s bras bu’i bdag ŋid las (for PsP Skt’s kāryātmakaḥ and kāryātmakaś) and rgyu’i bdag ŋid las (for PsP Skt’s kāraṇātmaka and kāraṇātmakaś) appeared to be reflecting ablatives. Although the masculine singular nominative forms are also attested in de Jong’s manuscript (my ms. D) and in the three mss. Yotsuya consulted, neither de Jong nor Yotsuya called LVP’s emendations into question, almost certainly because they too were of the opinion that PsP Tib’s presentation of translations for Sanskrit ablatives, and not nominatives, justified the emendations. No doubt further justification was seen in the fact that the (inextant) PP Skt, from which Candrakīrti is citing the objection, was assumed to have attested ablatives since PP Tib likewise contains translations for ablative forms. It has thus seemed reasonable, on the basis of the evidence provided by the Tibetan translations, to view the PsP Skt manuscript readings as corrupt. Disturbing, however, is the appearance of the nominative forms even in the valuable palm-leaf manuscript of the PsP (my ms. P), and the difficulty one has in explaining the causes of the supposed corruption.

These and similar problems and discrepancies in other citations in the first chapter of the PsP inspired me to undertake an analysis of all of the cited material in the first chapter. This analysis has revealed, against the to-date unquestioned assumption that the citations in PsP Tib were translated directly from PsP Skt, that Mahāsumati and Pa-tshab ñi-ma grags, the scholars responsible for the translation of PsP Tib, did not translate the sūtra or śāstra citations they encountered in the Sanskrit text. Instead, probably for the sake of consistency, they used the “cut-and-paste” method: They located the translated source texts, looked up the citation, and copied the premade translation of the citation directly into PsP Tib.66 I elaborated on their techniques in a recent paper entitled “From Prasannapadā to Tshig gsal: Remarks on an 11th/12th Century Translation Project,” presented at the Thirteenth Conference of the International Association of Buddhist Stud-

66 They occasionally made minor modifications to the cited material; see, e.g., n. 22. The modifications were made for various reasons: in certain cases the translators appear to be updating the terminology, in others they merely appear to prefer another word or phrase, in yet others they change the text to make it better accord with Candrakīrti’s wording.
ies; interested readers will find more detailed comments on their techniques in the introduction to my upcoming publication of the first chapter of the PsP. One of the consequences of the detection of the translators’ method for reproducing PsP Skt’s cited material is that PsP Tib, which reflects Candrakīrti’s own words with great precision, has to be divested of some of the confidence normally placed in it as faithful rendering of and therefore as a check for PsP Skt’s cited material. Accordingly, to return to the textual segment above, we can no longer be reasonably confident that PsP Tib’s \textit{bras bu’i bdag ŋid las} and \textit{rgyu’i bdag ŋid las} indicate that PsP Skt’s four nominatives are corruptions in need of emendation; \textit{bras bu’i bdag ŋid las} and \textit{rgyu’i bdag ŋid las} rather have to be seen as the result of this part of the citation having been copied word for word from PP Tib. Because PsP Tib is not a trustworthy witness for this citation in PsP Skt, and for other reasons that will be explained below, I am of the opinion that the nominative forms attested by the Sanskrit manuscripts have to be retained, and contend that the individual responsible for changing what probably indeed were ablatives in the PP Skt to nominatives in the PsP was Candrakīrti.

Besides the fact that Candrakīrti appears to have taken the liberty to make slight modifications in other citations in the first chapter of the PsP, I see more support for my assessment in the citation itself. But before turning to it, a few comments on the contextual backdrop and reasons for the respective nominative and ablative readings are called for. It appears that the change in language in the PsP reflects a shift in what is being taken as the \textit{subject} that arises, or rather, that is negated as arising. In the pertinent texts, the subject is either the \textit{effect} (said to arise from itself as its cause), or the \textit{cause} (said to arise again as its own effect). The ambivalence may already be present in Buddhapālita’s argument. His consequence \textit{na svata utpadyante bhāvās tadutpādavai-\textit{yarthyāt}} would seem to take things as effects (\textit{bhāvas}) as the subject and to negate their arising from themselves (as their own cause) because their (i.e., the \textit{bhāvas’} = the effects’) arising would be superfluous. In his explanatory statement \textit{na hi svātmanā vidyamānānām padārthānām punarutpāde prayojanam asti}, on the other hand, the situation appears to be reversed: Buddhapālita states that it is futile for things already existing as such (i.e., things as \textit{cause}) to arise again.\footnote{This is certainly how Candrakīrti understands Buddhapālita’s explanatory statement. Note his introductory sentence to his rewording of the explanatory}
An explicit distinction between things as effects and things as causes is, however, not made by Buddhapālita; he merely refers to things in general. Bhāviveka and Candrakīrti, on the other hand, clearly distinguish the subject that arises as either an effect or a cause. Bhāviveka, who sets forth “the inner bases have not arisen from self” as his thesis (nādhyātmikāny āyatanāni svata utpannāni),\(^{68}\) takes things as effects, i.e., the (arisen) inner bases, as the subject. Candrakīrti, conversely, takes things as causes as the subject. That his subject of arising is things as causes is supported by his comments later on: in the segment PsP\(_L\) 21.1-6 (see especially 21.3), with his mention of pots and so forth that already exist in a latent state in a lump of clay, etc., he refers to the subject (i.e., locus) of the other-acknowledged inference he draws out of Buddhapālita’s statement of unwanted consequence;\(^{69}\) in the segment PsP\(_L\) 21.8-12 (see especially 21.10), he makes explicit that what is to be negated as arising are things with a “non-manifest form” (anabhivyaktarūpa); and at PsP\(_L\) 22.1-2, he clarifies that the pakṣa of the other-acknowledged inference comprises “all things disposed to arise’ (niravaśeṣotīṣṭupadārtha).

The two different subjects of arising are respectively alluded to with the ablative and nominative forms of the Sāṅkhya’s alternatives. Because the Madhyamaka argument denying the arising of things focuses on the Sāṅkhya’s alleged cause of things (svataḥ), the Sāṅkhya demand that the Mādhyamika provide a more precise description of this cause, namely, as one that has the nature of an effect or one that has the nature of a cause. Thus when Bhāviveka, for whom arisen effects are the subject, is addressed, the Sāṅkhya will ask from what type of cause the effects are denied as having arisen. Since Candrakīrti’s subject of arising is (already) causes, the Sāṅkhya will ask what type of cause is denied as reproducing itself. Candrakīrti therefore modifies PP Skt’s statement (see p. 154): “[When you say] ‘from self’ (svataḥ), you assert something [already] existing to be the cause (hetutvena) and [assert that] exactly that arises; but we do not see [any] purpose in the arising again of something [already] existing, and we see [in this claim of the arising of things already existing] an infinite succession (anavasthā).”

\(^{68}\) Cf. PsP\(_L\) 16.11-12. The full inference is cited at PsP\(_L\) 25.9-26.1: na paramārthata ādhyātmikāny āyatanāni svata utpannāni vidyamānaśc caitanyavat. The conjectures suggested for the word paramārthataḥ by LVP are confirmed by mss. D and P. See note 24.

\(^{69}\) See p. 172-173.
*kāryātmakāt and *kāranātmakāt to their nominative forms because he has shifted the subject that arises from things as effects to things as causes. To summarize the questions posed: Inasmuch as PP Skt, PP Tib and PsP Tib take the effect as the subject (i.e., the inner bases), the Sāṅkhyas there will be asking whether Bhāviveka intends to deny that an effect has arisen from itself as an effect or to deny that an effect has arisen from itself as a cause. In PsP Skt, they are asking whether the intention is to deny that a cause in the state of an effect reproduces itself or to deny that one in the state of a cause reproduces itself.

Awareness of the different perspectives regarding the subject of arising exposes a problem introduced by LVP’s emendation of the nominatives to ablatives. In the final sentence of the Sāṅkhyya objection in PsP Skt, it is argued that if the Mādhyamika denies that something with the nature of a cause reproduces itself, the Mādhyamika’s thesis is contradicted (viruddhārthatā), “because only as something existing with the nature of a cause does all that arises arise” (kāranātmānā vidyamānasyaiva sarvasyotpattimata utpādāt). The subject of arising implied by the sentence is clearly as Candrakīrti takes it to be, i.e., things as causes. This reason given by the Sāṅkhyas to demonstrate the contradiction appears in PP Tib as skye ba can thams cad ni rgyu’i bdag ŋid du yod pa kho na las skye ba’i phyir “because only from something that exists with the nature of a cause ...”; PP Skt may have read kāranātmānā vidyamānād eva... . The subject of arising that is implied in this case is Bhāviveka’s, viz., things as effects. The allusion to effects as the subject of arising is thus consistent throughout the PP objection. PsP Tib, however, presents the Sāṅkhyya reason showing the contradiction as skye ba dan ldan pa thams cad ni rgyu’i bdag ŋid du yod pa kho na skye ba’i phyir. The relevant difference from PP Tib is the lack of a las after rgyu’i bdag ŋid du yod pa kho na. The phrase without las brings an unexpected and unacceptable inconsistency to PsP Tib’s Sāṅkhyya objection as a whole: in reproducing PP Tib’s objection up to this point, PsP Tib takes things as effects as the subject of arising, but with the reason showing the contradiction, it takes the subject of arising as Candrakīrti does, i.e., as things as causes. This switch in PsP Tib of the subject of arising from effects to causes points to an oversight on the part of the translators. Following their regular procedure for citations, they copied PP Tib’s objection into PsP Tib and made their usual minor modifications to the ready-made translation. For the sake of having

---

70 For PP Tib and for PsP’s minor deviations from PP Tib, see n. 62.
PsP Tib better reflect PsP Skt’s phrase giving the reason for the contradiction, they dropped PP Tib’s las, but did not notice that this brought an inconsistency into the text of the objection.\textsuperscript{71} The same inconsistency regarding the subject of arising that mars PsP Tib is introduced to PsP Skt when the four nominatives are changed to ablatives.

Candrakīrti’s inclusion of and modification of the PP Skt Sāṅkhya objection was obviously motivated by his concern with demonstrating that the other-acknowledged inference he draws out of Buddhāpālita’s statement cannot be faulted by the Sāṅkhyaṃs (cf. LVP 21.8-12). A mere recitation of the PP Sāṅkhya complaint did not serve his purposes; he reconstructed the PP objection so that it could be seen as applicable to his own other-acknowledged inference.

Oetke translates the segment in reliance on PsP\textsubscript{L}.

PsP\textsubscript{M} (cp. PsP\textsubscript{L} 18.5-9), translation and comments:

\begin{quote}
\textit{athāpi syān mādhyamikānāṃ pakṣahutdṛštāntānāṃ asiddheḥ svatantrānumānānabhidhāyitrā svata utpattipratiṣedha\pratijñārthaśādhanām}\textsuperscript{72} mā bhūd ubhayasiddhena vānumānenā parapratijñānirākaraṇaṃ parapratijñāyās tu svata evānumānavirodhamocanāya svata eva pakṣahutdṛṣṭāntāpaksālarahitaḥ\textsuperscript{73} pakṣādibhir bhavitaḥyas || tatas ca tadānabhidhindat tadātāparihārāc ca sa eva doṣā iti ||
\end{quote}

Even if it would be [argued]: [It] may [indeed] be,\textsuperscript{74} since the Mādhyamika does not state an independent inference (svatantrānumāna) owing to

\textsuperscript{71} The translators may have decided not to tamper with PP Tib’s version of the Sāṅkhya question (and accordingly with any of its words restated in the next sentence), or thought that PP Tib’s formulation of the Sāṅkhya question could be construed better with Bhāviveka’s \textit{pratijñā}, which had just been referred to, than the PsP Skt formulation could, and therefore refrained from modifying the PP text to reflect the four nominatives.

\textsuperscript{72} On this emendation, see MacDonald 2000: 172, n. 21. De Jong has already noted that ms. D’s \textit{pratijñārtha} is confirmed by Tib’s \textit{dam bca’ ba’i don} (1978: 30).

\textsuperscript{73} On this emendation, see MacDonald 2000: 174, n. 24.

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{mā bhūt}, here in relationship with \textit{tu}, has a concessive sense; see, e.g., the same construction at PsP\textsubscript{L} 273.12-13: \textit{nanu ca bhāvānāṃ svabhāvo nāstīty abhyupagacchato mā bhūd bhāvavāsanābhāvāc chāśvatadarśanāṃ tu niyatāṃ prasajjate.} The translators of PsP Tib have also understood \textit{mā bhūt} in connection with \textit{tu} as intended in a concessive sense (\textit{ma gyur mod}); note that Hopkins brings in the concessive sense by translating: “[Bhāvaviveka] might think, ‘[I might allow that] ... autonomous inferences are not to be expressed ... Still, ...’” (1983: 480). Seyfort Ruegg (see Seyfort Ruegg 2002: 30) and *LT’s author, on the other hand, interpret \textit{mā bhūt} in a prohibitive sense (see MacDonald 2000: 172, n. 22).
the fact that the proposition (pakṣa),\textsuperscript{75} reason (hetu) and example (dṛṣṭānta) are not established [for him], that there is neither a proof (sādhana) of the content (artha) of the thesis (pratijñā), [in the present case] the negation of arising from self, nor a refutation (nirākaraṇa) of the opponent’s thesis by way of an inference established for both [parties of the debate] (ubhayasiddha); nevertheless, there must be criticism (codanayā) of the opponent’s thesis for being in contradiction with an inference just\textsuperscript{77} from [his] own (= the opponent’s) [point of view] (svata evānumāna) by way of a proposition and so forth that are free of the faults (apakṣāla) of the proposition (pakṣa), reason (hetu) and example (dṛṣṭānta), [each of which is established] only from [his] (= the opponent’s) own [point of view]. And\textsuperscript{78} therefore, because those [namely, a proposition together with a reason and example] have not been stated and because their faults [as pronounced earlier by the Sāṅkhya opponents] have not been refuted, that very fault [remains].\textsuperscript{79}

In the previous segments, the emendations I introduce to the Sanskrit text and the points on which I disagree with Oetke’s translation have not had any bearing on the interpretation of the emended version of

\textsuperscript{75} It is possible that pakṣa includes reference to both the subject of the inference and the proposition.

\textsuperscript{76} For remarks on the reading codanayā, the *LT reading codanāyām, and PsP Tib’s brjod par ni bya dgos pas, see MacDonald 2000: 172, n. 23. Even though the *LT reading is unacceptable, Seyfort Ruegg appears to prefer it, considering it to mean “in view of the explicit ruling/challenge” (cf. Seyfort Ruegg 2002: 30 and n. 19). He translates this part of the sentence, however, following PsP Tib: “Yet (mā bhūt : mod), in view of <the need for> an explicit ruling (codanā : brjod par ni bya dgos pas) ... there is [still] needed ... a pakṣa [, hetu and dṛṣṭānta] ... .”

\textsuperscript{77} Tib without indication of the -taḥ suffix and without an equivalent for eva: raṅ gi rjes su dpag pas.

\textsuperscript{78} Tib without an equivalent for ca.

\textsuperscript{79} Yotsuya interprets tadanabhidhānāt as a tatpurusa-compound, understanding its tat to refer to criticism by way of a pakṣa, etc. He interprets taddosāpariharāt as a tatpurusa-compound with a karmadhāraya-compound as the first member: “these faults (doṣa) [which are raised by the opponent]” (Yotsuya 1999: 64). I interpret taddosāpariharāt as a tatpurusa-compound with another tatpurusa-compound as its first member and thus take tat of both compounds to refer to the elements wanted by the criticism, namely, the pakṣa, the hetu and the dṛṣṭānta; with this, the original criticism is better reflected in the first compound, and the tat of the second does not require a new referent. *LT’s author also appears to wish to indicate that both anaphoric pronouns refer to pakṣa, hetu and dṛṣṭānta: tadanabhidhānāt pakṣādyanabhidhānāt | taddosāḥ pakṣādidosāḥ (cf. Yonezawa 1999: 1023).
PsP_L 19.3-7. Here, with PsP_L 18.5-9, our differences become relevant to the PsP_L 19.3-7 passage. Oetke’s understanding of PsP_L 18.5-9 definitely appears to have contributed to his far-fetched interpretation of the passage. Most unexpected is that in reaching his interpretation of PsP_L 18.5-9, Oetke contravenes his own principle of optimal contextual relevance. Had he not limited the context to be investigated to the few paragraphs preceding the segment of interest and the couple immediately following it (even though the point Candrakīrti wishes to make is, in my opinion, crystal clear in this shorter section), he might have realized that the dispute about inference that takes as its starting point Buddhapālita’s statement occurs within a larger context in which one of Candrakīrti’s overriding aims is to justify the Mādhyamika’s use of inferences which are accepted only by his opponent – and that the present passage is connected with that goal. This larger section commences with Candrakīrti’s citation of Buddhapālita’s statement of unwanted consequence but ends only at PsP_L 36.2. Candrakīrti achieves his goal in part by pointing out the problems that attend the Mādhyamika’s use of independent inferences; in his lengthy attack on Bhāviveka’s independent inference, he elucidates in detail why logical faults will result for the Mādhyamika who uses such inferences in an attempt to comply with the regulation that the components of an inference must be approved by each of the parties in a debate. At the

---

80 The PsP_L 18.5-9 segment has been translated correctly by Yotsuya (see Yotsuya 1999: 64) and was paraphrased by me in my previous WZKS article (see MacDonald 2000: 171-172).

81 That the reason and subject must be established for both parties in a debate has been declared by Dignāga in PS III.11 (Skt in PVBh 647.9): *devayoh siddhena dvarmena evavahārad viparyaye / devaj or ekasya cāsiddhau dharmyasiddhau ca nesyate /*: “Because one works [in a debate] with a property [of the subject] that is established for the two [parties in a debate], when [this property = the reason] is [assumed to be] the opposite for both or [even] one [of the parties], when [it is] not established [for both or for one] and when the property possessor (= the subject) is not established [for both or for one], [it is] not accepted [as a *paksadharma*].” At PsP_L 35.5-6 Candrakīrti cites Dignāga’s regulation regarding the reason (*hetu*) as found in the NM and then advises Dignāga to give it up and rely on Candrakīrti’s method. His citation of the NM reads: *ya eva tūbhayaviniścitavācī sa sādhanam dūṣanaṁ vā nānyatatapasiddhasadgavācī* (I emend to *dūṣanaṁ vā nānyatataprasiddhasadgavācī* I emend to *tūbhaya...vācī* following ms. P’s reading; all the mss. attest *sādhanam* where PsP_L reads *pramāṇam*) “Only that [reason], however, which expresses what is ascertained for both [parties in the debate amounts to] a proving element (*sādhanam*) or a refuting element (*dūṣana*), not [one] expressing what is doubtful or what is established for [merely] one of the two [parties].” See the NM commentary to *kārikā* 2 (Tucci 1930: 15; Katsura 1977:
conclusion of this large section (the large section, from PsP_L 14.1-36. 
2, is termed by Candrakīrti a “digression” [prasaṅga, PsP_L 36.2]), the 
two types of inference are contrasted, the first being referred to as 
“independent inference” (svatāntram anumānam [PsP_L 34.4]), the sec-
ond as “inference acknowledged exclusively by him[self] (= the oppo-

tent)” (tatprasiddhenaivānumānena [PsP_L 34.6]; the second is also re-
ferred to as “inference acknowledged exclusively by oneself (= the 
ponent)” [svaprasiddhenaivānumānena, PsP_L 34.10]). In justifying 
the use of the latter, Candrakīrti compares the use of inference to the 
use of scripture, pointing out that sublation by scripture (āgamabādhā) 
is effected not only by a scripture acknowledged by both parties (ub-
hayaprasiddha), but also by one accepted only by “oneself” (i.e., by 
the other party) (svaprasiddha). Here in the segment PsP_L 18.5-9 Candra-
kīrti terms the former type of inference “independent inference” (sva-
lantrānumāna) and then again refers to it with the more explanatory 
wording “inference established for both [parties in the debate]” (ubhaya-
siddhena vānumānena). The second type of inference is termed “inference 
just from [his] own (= the opponent’s) [point of view]” (svata 
evānumāna); it is referred to again at PsP_L 19.8 as svato ’numāna. Note 
that the example (dṛṣṭānta) for the svato ’numāna that Candrakīrti indi-
cates can be derived from Buddhapālita’s statement is referred to at 
PsP_L 20.5 as paraprasiddha, i.e., acknowledged [only] by the opponent, 
the Sāṅkhya.

Now, Bhāviveka presents only independent inferences in the first chap-
ter of his PP, occasionally indicating that their constituents are estab-
lished for both himself and his opponent, and does not even mention 
other-acknowledged inferences there, let alone demand one of any of 
his opponents. Candrakīrti scripts Bhāviveka at PsP_L 18.7-9 as insisting 
on the necessity of an other-acknowledged inference because he himself 
wishes to bring this type of inference into the discussion. His aim in 
introducing the topic of other-acknowledged inferences is, first, to 
exonerate Buddhapālita by showing that such an inference is implicit 
in his statement of unwanted consequence, and, second, to confirm 
his own approval of and to defend the employment of such inferences. 
And what better way to bring the other-acknowledged inference into

125f. section 2.4; Katsura emends PVSV to nānyatarāpra° [1977: 126]). Cf. also 
Dignāga’s earlier statement in the same commentary to kārikā 2 which declares 
that the reason must be accepted by both disputants: paksadharma vādi-
prativādiniścito gṛhyate (see Tucci 1930: 13; Katsura 1977: 122).
the discussion than by having a Madhyamaka master of logic call for it?
The segment PsPₜ 18.5-9, then, opens the way for Candrakīrti to move his “digression” in the direction of other-acknowledged inferences. With the two quotations previous to this segment Candrakīrti has shown that the use of independent inferences presupposes that one has a position positing something ultimately existent or a position which would be based on something being ultimately apprehended by a means of valid cognition;\(^{82}\) independent inferences thus cannot be used by Madhyamikas without violation of their ontological commitment, or, more reflective of their stance, their ontological non-commitment. The segment commences with Bhāviveka conceding that independent inferences cannot be employed by Madhyamikas because their constituents are not established for the Madhyamika. But Bhāviveka’s concession stops there. Underscoring that his withdrawal of the demand for an independent inference should not be interpreted as consent to the use of statements of unwanted consequence, he now, in the second half of the sentence, insists that an inference of the type admitted only by the opponent (\textit{svata evānumāna}), i.e., which does not require or imply any ontological commitment on the part of the Madhyamika, has to be employed. This sort of inference, consisting of a subject, reason and example from the opponent’s own stockpile of approved and propounded entities, concepts and tenets, is constructed in such a way that the opponent must accept its thesis; but its thesis will be in contradiction with another thesis of the opponent’s, in the present case with the Sāṅkhya thesis of arising from self. The contradiction made evident by the other-acknowledged inference will force the Sāṅkhya to relinquish the thesis of arising from self.\(^{83}\) Since Buddhapālita, Bhāviveka states, neither set forth such an inference nor refuted the critique the Sāṅkhayas are bound to pronounce when one is set forth, he remains at fault. In brief, with the segment PsPₜ 18.5-9 Candrakīrti has Bhāviveka revise his call for an inference from one that commits the Madhyamika ontologically to one that does not.

Candrakīrti’s initial response to the modified demand and critique of Buddhapālita’s statement of unwanted consequence is to dismiss it as

---

\(^{82}\) See Yotsuya 1999: 60.

\(^{83}\) That there is indeed sublation (\textit{bādhā}) by an other-acknowledged inference, and that the inference’s reason is responsible for this is confirmed and explained at PsPₜ 34.13ff.
inapplicable. He gives his reason for this at PsP_L 19.1-2 (see below). Immediately subsequent to the PsP_L 19.3-7 passage, however, he has Bhāviveka curtly and firmly reiterate his demand (athāpy avaśyatā svato ‘numānavirodhasa udbhāvanīyah), and with this yields and proceeds to draw an other-acknowledged inference out of Buddhapālita’s statement (cf. PsP_L 20.1-21.6). That this specific other-acknowledged inference is constructed after the pattern of the regular five-membered inference is indicated by Candrakīrti’s recitation at PsP_L 20.7-8 of the stock Nyāya five-membered inference used to refute the Mīmāṃsaka tenet of the permanence of sound:

[thesis:] Sound is impermanent,
(reason:) because [it] is produced;
(example:) whatever is produced is observed to be impermanent, like a pot;
(application:) and similarly, sound is produced;
(conclusion:) therefore, because [it] is produced, [sound] is impermanent.

After demonstrating how he derives the elements of the other-acknowledged inference from Buddhapālita’s statement, Candrakīrti sets forth Buddhapālita’s inference in a less formal prose style, as follows (PsP_L 21.2-4):

Here, [the inference implied by Buddhapālita’s statement is:] [A thing] such as a pot that is [already] existing by own nature, which is situated in front [of one], is observed not to require re-arising. And similarly (tathā ca), if you think that [things such as] a pot, etc., are [already] existing by own nature also at the stage of a lump of clay, etc., in this case as well there is not the arising of those [pots, etc., inasmuch as they are already] existing by own nature.

His inference, expressed formally, would be:

[thesis:] [Things disposed to arise (utpitsupadārtha)84 such as] a pot, etc., at the stage of a lump of clay, etc., do not require re-arising,
(reason:) because they [already] exist by own nature (vidyamānatvāt);
(example:) that which [already] exists by [its] own nature is observed not to require re-arising (punarutpādanāpekṣa), like [a thing] such as a pot situated in front, which is [already] existing;
(application:) and similarly, [things disposed to arise such as] a pot, etc., at the stage of a lump of clay, etc., [already] exist by own nature;

84 I supply this specification of the subject of inference following Candrakīrti’s comments on the subject at PsP_L 22.1-2.
[conclusion:] therefore, because they [already] exist by own nature, [things disposed to arise such as] a pot, etc., at the stage of a lump of clay, etc., do not require re-arising.

The thesis of this inference conflicts with the thesis the Sāṅkhya propound, namely, that things arise from self. The Sāṅkhya will have to accept this inference that proves that things do not arise from self because he certainly does not assume that things such as pots and so forth that sit in front of him arise again; in order to avoid self-contradiction he will be forced to relinquish his thesis of self-arising.

Candrakīrti supplies a second other-acknowledged inference at PsP_L 22.3-5. This inference is in the Dignāgean three-membered pattern of thesis, reason and example. Here too the subject “things different from Puruṣa,” the reason “because of [already] existing by own nature” and the example “Puruṣa” are admitted only by the Sāṅkhya. Candrakīrti stresses this by inserting “for the [Sāṅkhya] who claims arising from self (svata utpattivādinaḥ)” after the mention of the subject of inference.85

The basic, very general structure of, first, the section to and including PsP_L 18.5 relevant to the present discussion is therefore: 1) Bhāviveka contends that the statement-of-unwanted-consequence method is inappropriate and that Mādhyamikas should adduce independent inferences; 2) a) Candrakīrti defends the statement-of-unwanted-consequence method on the ground that the unwished-for entailments revealed by it suffice to convince the opponent that his position is untenable; b) Candrakīrti rejects the independent-inference method on the ground that a Mādhyamika cannot be involved with inferences that presuppose his assenting to the existence of things; 3) a) Bhāviveka concedes that independent inferences cannot be used by the Mādhyamika but b) contends that other-acknowledged inferences have to be adduced. To continue with the structure: With the commencement of the next segment (see below, p. 179) 4) Candrakīrti rejects Bhāviveka’s claim that other-acknowledged inferences have to be adduced, on the ground that the opponent is obligated to first prove his thesis (PsP_L 19.1-3; I shall leave PsP_L 19.3-7 to the side for the moment). Subsequent to this rejection, 5) Candrakīrti concedes and responds to the contention that other-acknowledged inferences have to be adduced by presenting two

85 Note that at PsP_L 34.6-10, where Candrakīrti sets forth another other-acknowledged inference, he also takes care to mention the opponent’s thesis.
other-acknowledged inferences. In the course of the extended ensuing discussion he attacks various of Bhāviveka’s independent inferences and explains why the propositions and reasons of independent inferences used by the Mādhyamika are doomed to be faulty. He closes the section by defending the use of other-acknowledged inferences.

This is not the place to hypothesize about Candrakīrti’s reasons for endorsing other-acknowledged inferences, but they would appear to be more than just the fact that these inferences are immune to the logical faults that would befall any independent inferences used by Mādhyamikas in debates about the ultimate nature of things. One of the reasons that he is not satisfied to close the PsP debate regarding statements of unwanted consequence and independent inferences with his initial response to Bhāviveka’s critique (i.e., the response in which he retorts that a statement of unwanted consequence is sufficient to induce a sensible opponent to admit defeat and that an inference will do nothing for a fool), is most certainly to establish, or justify, a type of argumentation that will serve the seventh-century Mādhyamika. Bhāviveka’s criticism of Buddhapālita represented in part a reaction to certain developments within the logical-epistemological fold of Buddhism in the first half of the sixth century, i.e., within Dignāga’s, the founder of the logical-epistemological school’s, circle, that manifested in Bhāviveka’s integration of the logical theory and procedure evolved and prescribed there into his own school, which may have appeared to him as one that worked with obsolete tools and was therefore open to attack. Candrakīrti, born into a period in which Dignāga’s logic had become authoritative, himself erudite in the intricacies of logical procedure and well-versed in Dignāga’s writings on the subject, was aware of the demands of the day and the threat, and his response to the challenge of Bhāviveka (whom he derogatively terms a tārkika throughout the section) must have served the secondary purpose of providing him with a platform from which to address and possibly preempt potential criticism from the logical-epistemological faction itself as regards the Madhyamaka logical procedure. Candrakīrti’s partial acquiescence to Bhāviveka’s demand for formal inferences in the form of his sanctioning of other-acknowledged inferences was, like Bhāviveka’s methodological renovations, a response to his intellectual environment; he was spurred by it to clarify the Madhyamaka argumentative methods – and in this way to bring them up to date –, to distinguish their employment from the prevailing mode of inferential debate, and to justify their
deviations from Dignāga’s rules. In contrast to Bhāviveka, however, he had enough distance from the developments of the previous century not to be seduced by them to the point that he sacrificed his integrity as a Mādhyamika.

Now to turn to Oetke’s interpretation of PsP₁ 18.5-9. Although his translation for the first part of the first sentence is rough and ambiguous, it appears from his summary of the section (cf. Oetke 2003: 117) that he correctly interprets the objector to be conceding that inferences of the type that are accepted by both parties, i.e., independent inferences (svatantrānumāna), cannot be used by a Mādhyamika. The problems arise in regard to the latter half of the sentence, which I translate as

... nevertheless, there must be (bhavitavyam) criticism (codanayā) of the opponent’s thesis for being in contradiction with an inference just from [his] own (= the opponent’s) [point of view] (svata evānumāna) by way of a proposition and so forth that are free of the faults of the proposition, reason and example, [each of which is established] only from [his] (= the opponent’s) own [point of view].

Oetke translates (Oetke 2003: 116):

... nevertheless, since [the Mādhyamika] reproves [the opponent] of [advocating a tenet which is beset by] a contradiction on account of an inference of his own accord, he must have theses and other [members of an inference] of his own accord which are free from defects [pertaining to] thesis, indicator and example.

Besides overlooking that parapratijñāyāḥ also belongs to the latter half of the sentence, Oetke construes bhavitavyam with pakṣādibhiḥ, instead of with °codanayā. In his summary of the segment, Oetke rephrases the statement as “But since even in the present context it is claimed by the Mādhyamika that the counter-thesis is contradicted by some inference he is obliged to present some thesis, inferential indicator and example...” (Oetke 2003: 117). One wonders where Oetke sees a Mādhyamika

86 I do not intend to suggest that Candrakīrti invented the other-acknowledged inference. Note that Dharmakīrti, presumed to have been a contemporary of Candrakīrti’s, cites Sāṅkhya justification for the use of a reason accepted only by the opponent in Pramāṇavārttika IV.1 (commenting on svadṛṣṭa of PS III.1’s remarks on inference-for-others (parārthānumāna). Dharmakīrti asserts that Dignāga’s inclusion of the word svadṛṣṭa in PS III.1 was for the sake of eliminating the view that inferences accepted only by the opponent party are admissible. See the translation and comments in Tillemans 2000: 9ff.
making the blank and vague assertion that the Sāṅkhya counter-thesis is contradicted by “some” inference, such that the Mādhyamika must now explicitly set forth an inference that contradicts the Sāṅkhya thesis. Candrakīrti pointed out earlier that Buddhapālita’s statement of unwanted consequence is able to show that the Sāṅkhya thesis of arising from self is contradicted by other convictions of the Sāṅkhya (svābhūtavajaramārgaviruddha; cf. PsP_L 15.7-8), but nowhere in any of the previous segments is it claimed that the thesis is contradicted by an inference. He does use codanayā in a construction at PsP_L 15.9 in the way Oetke would like to construe it here, i.e., independent of a verb (atha svābhūtavajaramārgaviruddhacodenayāpi paro nivartate ...), but the reference is to the immediately preceding explicitly stated critique of the Sāṅkhya thesis intended by Buddhapālita’s consequence. The instrumental codanayā of this earlier construction further has to be interpreted as “with the censure,” a meaning the codanayā of the 18.5-9 segment, were it intended to be construed independent of bhavitavyam, would also have; Oetke’s “since” forces a causal sense onto the (wrongly construed) codanayā. Now of course Candrakīrti will, a few sentences in the future, claim that the inference implicit in Buddhapālita’s statement sublates the Sāṅkhya thesis, but if this is the “claim” that Oetke is referring to, we will have to assume that Candrakīrti, in using for his ground here an idea that he has not yet introduced, is a sloppy śāstra structurer. I do not think, however, that Oetke considers the reference to be to this later claim. He appears to view the “claim” as one that is being referred to – if out of the blue – for the first time with this segment; but even an atemporal and impersonal interpretation of codanayā, i.e., “with the [Madhyamaka] criticism that there is contradiction ...,” is problematic, inasmuch as one expects some sort of previous reference to the criticism or the reasons for it. The context simply does not support the interpretation of an independent codanayā. The sentence read with codanayā construed with bhavitavyam yields a symmetrical structure whose thematic progression fits well in the immediate context.

Much more problematic than his interpretation of codanayā is Oetke’s revival of Stcherbatsky’s flawed view that svata eva should be taken to refer to the Mādhyamika, a mistake that has been pointed out and corrected by Tillemans.87 Oetke’s understanding of the meaning of

87 See Tillemans 1992: 318, n. 8. Stcherbatsky, ignoring the segment’s first instance of svata eva, translates the second as “in your own opinion.” Tillemans’
svata eva is subtler than Stcherbatsky’s, however. Ignoring eva, he translates svata as “of his own accord,” and understands it to refer to the fact that the Mādhyamika is being called on to use an inference that relies on categorical propositions, as opposed to hypothetical ones (see Oetke 2003: 129). With the demand for a thesis, etc., “of his own accord.” Oetke therefore sees the objector creating “a queer situation” for the Mādhyamika, for he “is invited to argue on the basis of premises which he himself does not consider as true. It is as if he should say: ‘A does not originate from itself, because A is F like B, but according to my own opinion it is not true that A is F and in the final analysis there is no B – and a fortiori there is no B which is F’” (ibid., p. 118).

Further on in Oetke’s article, we learn that Bhāviveka’s inference negating that the inner bases arise from self would be an example of the sort of inference being demanded by the objector (Oetke 2003: 129). One’s initial reaction to this is to think that Oetke’s interpretation would mean that Candrakīrti, who has been leading the reader through a carefully crafted semi-dialogue between himself and a hypothetical Bhāviveka, would unexpectedly concoct a slightly sneaky, or maybe just kooky, Bhāviveka, who concedes that a Mādhyamika cannot use independent inferences that are established for both parties (i.e., like the one negating arising from self which he himself uses and which has been referred to by Candrakīrti as an independent inference, i.e., established for both parties), but in the next breath declares that since a Mādhyamika criticizes with inferences he must employ inferences (i.e., like the one negating arising from self which he himself uses, etc.). But such is not meant to be implied by the interpretation. Oetke rather appears to interpret the sentence, if we remain for the moment with the example of Bhāviveka’s inference, as implying that Bhāviveka would relinquish the idea of his inference being established for both parties for the idea of it no longer being established for himself. According to Oetke, however, the Mādhyamika’s use of inferences that are not established for himself is not a solution, since their categorical nature forces him, as he states, “to argue on the basis of premises which he

translation is commented on in MacDonald 2000: 172, n. 23. Note that although Hopkins translates PsP Tib’s raṅ gi of raṅ gi rjes su dpag paś as “one’s own” and does not translate raṅ ūnid la of raṅ ūnid la phyogs la sogs pa, he quite clearly understands that an other-acknowledged inference is being called for; he translates raṅ gi rjes su dpag paś as “through one’s own [other-approved] inference” (cf. Hopkins 1983: 480).
himself does not consider as true." These inference are therefore very problematic for the Mādhyamika, as Oetke’s interpretation of the next passage shows. Now, Candrakīrti does indeed very specifically point out the problems of Bhāviveka’s inference, but he does so in later passages, not in this and the following segment, and the difficulties he sees involved for the Mādhyamika employing it or any other independent inference are quite different from those Oetke imagines here. He does not argue that Bhāviveka’s inference rests on categorical propositions (but is not established for himself), so that it brings him into a “queer situation” in which he will be tied to “wrong existential presuppositions” (Oetke 2003: 129). He instead calls attention to the fact that the subject and the reason of the independent inference, both of which Bhāviveka holds to be established for himself and the opponent in the debate, are in fact not established for both, because Bhāviveka admits the subject and reason conventionally, whereas the opponent accepts them ultimately; the problem is therefore that Bhāviveka’s inference is ridden with logical faults (see Yotsuya’s brilliant analysis of the section).88 The PsP_L 18.5-9 segment thus is not being used to demand, in place of independent inferences, inferences that rest on categorical propositions so that they too can be rejected. Candrakīrti uses the PsP_L 18.5-9 segment to turn the discussion to the other-acknowledged inferences that are not liable to the existential implications and logical faults that the independent inferences established for both parties are liable to, specifically, to the other-acknowledged inference he claims implicitly exists in Buddhapālita’s statement of unwanted consequence.

As mentioned above, that it is Candrakīrti’s intention to present such an inference becomes apparent at PsP_L 19.8 with his reiteration of Bhāviveka’s demand for an other-acknowledged inference:

The fault that [the Sāṅkhya thesis is in] contradiction with an inference from [the Sāṅkhya’s] own [point of view] (svato 'numānavirodhadosa) definitely has to be brought out [by way of the Mādhyamika’s employment of a proposition, reason and example, all of which are accepted only by the Sāṅkhya].

But prior to this echo of the demand and his subsequent fulfilling of it, Candrakīrti detours, for the sake of spotlighting the hopelessness of the opponent’s position. He opens the next segment by claiming that the Mādhyamika is not required to present such an inference because

the *onus probandi* is on the opponent’s side. Since the Sāṅkhya is unable to present a solid argument proving his position, it is more than clear that his position is untenable; the additional presentation of an other-acknowledged inference for the sake of indicating its untenability would be superfluous.

PsP₄ (cp. PsP₁ 19.1-7), translation and comments:

> acyate naitad evam | kim kāraṇam | yasmād yo hi yam artham pratiṣṭhānīte
tena svaniscayacac anyesām niṣcayotpādanecchayā yayopapattyasāv ar
-tho ’dhyagatē saivopapattih parasmāy upadeśavayā ||

[we would reply to Bhāviveka, who is now faulting Buddhapālita for not having set forth an other-acknowledged inference]: No, this is not the case. [For] what reason? Because (hi) [that disputant] who proposes a [certain] matter (artha) who should, with the desire to bring about certainty (niṣcaya) in others analogous to [his] own certainty.

---

89 LVP has emended silently to *scābhuyopagama*. All of the manuscripts attest the ma of *scābhuyopagama*.

90 Cf. my comments on the PsP₁ and manuscript reading *na* in MacDonald 2000: 174ff. The *LṬ* attests the sentence in question as commencing with *tac cāyam* instead of *sa cāyam*, a variant which, like *na* of the PsP mss., has to be rejected (see MacDonald 2000: 178, n. 32 for paleographical remarks on the variants).

91 Cf. my comments on the PsP₁ reading in MacDonald 2000: 179, n. 33.

92 Following LVP, I emend the mss.’ reading °*mātram* to °*sādhanam* (for the mss.’ readings, see MacDonald 2000: 179, n. 34). PsP Tib attests *rāv gi dam beac ba’i don gi sgrub par byed pa* (= *scavapatiṣṭhārasādhanaṃ*). The change of °*sādhanam* to °*mātram* may have occurred when the scribe’s eye, attracted by *scavapatiṣṭhāna* in the previous compound, skipped back to this compound as he was about to write *sādhanam* (the aksaras mā and sā are easily confused in the older north Indian scripts).

93 PsP₁ presents *spaṣṭatara* compounded with the following dūṣaṇam. All the mss. but one attest the final anusvāra of *spaṣṭatara*.

94 Candrakīrti quotes NM 13ab = PS IV.6ab: *svaniscayavad anyesām niṣcayaotpādanecchayā*. For references, cf. MacDonald 2000: 174, n. 25. Candrakīrti cites this famous half-verse of Dignāga’s here as part of his refutational strategy.
teach the other [party] exactly the reasoning (upāpatti) by means of which [he] has come to understand this matter. Therefore this, first, is the regular procedure (nyāya): Only the opponent (pareṇa) has to employ a proof of the matter proposed [on the basis of] what [he him]self maintains. But the [opponent] (sa) here (ayam) [in the present debate] (= the Sāṅkhya), on account of – in the view of [his] opponent (= the Mādhyamika) – the impossibility of [valid] reasons and examples, employs (upādatte) a proof of the matter he has proposed only (kevalam) in such a way that [its sound] core (sāra) is nothing but his (seva) mere thesis (pratijñānātātra)! Thus, since he maintains a proposition (pakṣa) lacking justification (nirupapatti), he, fooling (visamvādayan) only himself [with respect to the soundness of his inference], is not able to instill certainty (niścaya) in [his] opponents. Just this is the [Mādhyamika’s] very clear criticism of him, namely, [he] is incapable of proving the matter he has proposed; under these circumstances (atra), what is the point of bringing out the sublation [of his thesis] by an inference (a-numānabādha)?

and not because he took as his standard Dignāgean logic. The view put forth in the part of the verse he cites, namely, that one should strive to engender in the opponent the same certainty already attained for oneself, is in fact not specific to Dignāgean logic but is applicable to the context of debate no matter what one’s own position on logic and argumentation is.

The sentence is interesting from a stylistic point of view because it is an example of one of Candrakīrti’s trademark methods for neutralizing an opponent’s critique. The more usual version of this method involves Candrakīrti criticizing the opponent for having exactly the fault he has accused Candrakīrti of; he turns the critique back on the critiquer, sometimes with an even more devastating element added to it. Here the situation is indirect: he turns Bhāviveka’s critique of Buddhapālita’s prasaṅga statement, i.e., that it lacks a reason and example, on the opponent Sāṅkhya; he thus indirectly turns it on Bhāviveka by turning it on the Sāṅkhya. Candrakīrti here charges the opponent, as Bhāviveka does Buddhapālita and other opponents in the PP, with arguing for his position with a “mere thesis” (pratijñānātātra). He also takes Bhāviveka’s criticism of Buddhapālita one step further: the Sāṅkhya, unlike Buddhapālita who, according to Bhāviveka, has not utilized a reason and example and must merely add them, utilizes reasons and examples which fall apart under the Mādhyamika’s critical eye; logically sound reasons and examples, given the Sāṅkhya’s indefensible position of arising from self, are impossible for the Sāṅkhya.

PsP Tib: gźan la for pareṣām (i.e., Tib without a plural marker)
PsP Tib: raṅ gi dam bca’ ba’i don gyi sgrub par byed pa for svapratijñātārtha-sādhanā°.

A proposition (pakṣa) that is liable to sublation by an inference is the fifth of the five paksābhāsas enumerated in NM; cf. Tucci 1930: 7f.; Katsura 1977: 113; Preisendanz 1994: 319ff. (= n. 88).
With the above I refine certain aspects of my earlier translation of the passage (cp. MacDonald 2000: 179). In particular, I have changed the translation of \( \text{param prati} \) from “against [his] opponent” to “in the view of [his] opponent”\(^99\) because “against” suggests that the reasons and examples are aimed at disproving an opponent’s thesis; here they are simply being used to prove a thesis. The idea behind “in the view of” is that the Mādhyamika’s critical eye discerns the logical flaws of and/or the inapplicability of any reason and example the Sāṅkhya might set forth.\(^100\) I also modify my earlier translation of \( \text{sāra} \) from “main constituent” to “[sound] core” for the sake of stressing the qualitative as opposed to quantitative judgement being made here. I further revise my previous translation for \( \text{svātmānam eva ... visaṃvādayan} \) from “disagreeing with no one but himself” to the pejorative and much more appropriate “fooling only himself.”\(^101\)

The emendation of PsP\(_L\) 19.3’s \( \text{sa cāyam} \) to \( \text{sa cāyam} \) has unquestionably improved the text. I am now of the opinion that the author of the PsP “commentary,” the *Lakṣaṇaṭīkā (*LṬ), which attests the “cita-

\(^{99}\) Cf. Monier-Williams s.v. \textit{prati: māṃ prati} “according to me, in my opinion, ... to me.”

\(^{100}\) It is interesting to note that Peter della Santina records that bSod-nams Sen-ge asserts that the reason is “as unproven as the proposition” and that the proposition is “not supported by any example or precedent met with in common experience” (della Santina 1986: 143f.). See also Hopkins’ comments on the Sāṅkhya proof (Hopkins 1983: 479f.).

\(^{101}\) I had in fact revised my translation to read “deceiving no one but himself” even before the WZKS 2000 article was published. One of the main reasons I took up the discussion with Oetke in the autumn of 1999 was my dissatisfaction with the translation “disagreeing” for \( \text{visaṃvādayan} \) (especially in construction with the accusative \( \text{svātmānam} \)). When I mentioned my revision to Oetke, however, he insisted that it was wrong, which unfortunately led me to revert to “disagreeing with no one but himself” for the publication. Still unhappy with the translation, I nonetheless saw some support for it given that the Sāṅkhya could possibly be seen as thinking that his proof demonstrates his disagreement with the Mādhyamika view that things do not arise from self – but since the Mādhyamika does not accept the proof, the Sāṅkhya would be left “disagreeing with no one but himself.” Note that Hopkins has correctly interpreted PsP Tib’s \( \text{bdag ŋid kho na la sū bar byed pa(s)} \) as “deceives just himself,” but has wrongly taken the agent of the act of deception to be the argument itself, which of course the masculine \( \text{ayam} \) as PsP Skt’s agent of the action prohibits (\( \text{idam} \) would be required for a reference to \( \text{sādhanam} \)) (cf. Hopkins 1983: 481). Seyfort Ruegg does not explain why he interprets \( \text{svātmānam evaīyam kevalaṃ visaṃvādayan} \) to mean “and being in conflict in respect to [the term] \text{svātman ‘[from] itself’}” (2002: 32).
tion” tac cāyam for PsP’s sa cāyam, did rely on a manuscript of the PsP that read sa cāyam; the sa cāyam that he copied into the *LT must have degenerated independently to tac cāyam due to scribal error and interference (the other scribal errors in the *LT inform of its being a copied manuscript). Two sentences previous to tac cāyam the *LT reads: tasmāt pareṇaivā svapratijñātārthasaśādhananāṃ hetudṛṣṭāntādibhiḥ upādeyam nāsmābbihī. The next sentence, which introduces the “citation” tac cāyam, reads: atha so pi pare vinā hetvādibhiḥ param pratiḥprapādayiṣyati āha | tac cāyam ityādi. The statement so pi pare vinā hetvādibhiḥ param pratiḥprapādayiṣyati clearly represents the *LT author’s paraphrase of PsP’s sa (according to *LT’s citation: tac) cāyam param prati hetudṛṣṭāntāsambhavāt ... svapratijñātārthasaśādhanam upādatte. I had earlier accepted the *LT reading pare of the paraphrase as a locative singular form (“this one, without reasons and examples in regard to/for [his] opponent, will instruct [his] opponent”) and suggested that the preceding sa might even represent the preserved original reading for the PsP.103 I now believe, thanks to the comments of L. Schmithausen and K. Preisendanz, that pare is more likely a corruption of paro, and that paro is intended as a gloss of sa of the same paraphrase. The *LT author’s citation and gloss of sa, then, would confirm that he read sa in the PsP ms. available to him, and that the PsP sa which was until now a conjecture can be accepted as the original reading. This “hidden jewel” of the *LT paraphrase (but not of *LT’s actual “citation” of the text, i.e., tac cāyam, the sa of which has degenerated to tac!) attests to the testimonial importance of such commentaries.

Oetke’s main point of difference with my interpretation of the emended version of PsP L 19.3-7 concerns the referent of sa cāyam. He claims that it is a Mādhyamika; I claim that it is the Sāṅkhya. That the refer-ence is to the Sāṅkhya becomes clear with language use considerations. Readers of the passage familiar with the meaning and use of pronouns will understand that sa is being used anaphorically in the meaning of “the aforementioned,” and will refer it back to a noun stated shortly before. The two possibilities in this context are nyāya, the “regular procedure,” and para (pareṇa), the “opponent,” of the previous sentence. nyāya has to be excluded in view of the fact that the verb upādatte requires a person as subject. para, which perhaps should be understood generally as any opponent who maintains a thesis, must be the referent.

102 See Yonezawa 1999: 1023.
103 See MacDonald 2000: 178, n. 32.
The use of the word “opponent” in this previous sentence alludes to the fact that the person meant is any opponent of the Mādhyamika’s who maintains a thesis. A specification of the opponent is made by means of ayam of sa cāyam – for otherwise sa would have been sufficient – through the fact that with it there is reference, again by way of the semantic feature of deixis (“pointing”) inherent in all demonstrative pronouns, to an entity that is near or present. ayam thus particularizes sa as the opponent being referred to here, that is, the specific opponent with whom the debate is being carried out, namely, the Śaṅkhya.

Candrakīrti thus commences the sentence beginning with sa cāyam by declaring that the Śaṅkhya tries to prove his position with reasons and examples that are, from the point of view of the Mādhyamika, just bogus supports for the thesis he aims to prove. Since the reasons and examples in his proof are faulty, the Śaṅkhya ends up proving his proposition by way of an argument that has nothing but (eva) his mere (mātra) claim, i.e., nothing but his own thesis (svapratijñā), as its “[sound] core” (sāra), as the sound element in it that cannot be invalidated, as the argument’s solid, sturdy heartwood. Clearly, Candrakīrti is using the word sāra ironically. Without a reason and example to support it, the thesis is not at all sturdy; it is actually extremely shaky, indeed on the verge of a total collapse. The accumulation of the elements mātra, eva and kevalam in the Sanskrit sentence indicates strong emphasis: mātra sets the limit, eva underscores this limit as definite (“nothing but”), and kevalam may be adding a nuance of the deficiency and pitifulness of a such an argument. While the Śaṅkhya fools himself into believing that his miserable argument is incontrovertible proof of his position, his Mādhyamika opponent sees that it confirms nothing, and cannot be converted.

We might even be justified in reading this passage as an interpretation of Buddhapālita’s intention: His statement of unwanted consequence was merely intended to show, or at least allude to, the inability of the Śaṅkhya’s argument to prove (sādhanaśamarthya) his own thesis.

Oetke, as stated, holds that the subject of the passage is a Mādhyamika. Thus according to him, in the main sentence commencing with sa cāyam, Candrakīrti describes the nature of the inference used by the Mādhyamika who follows the recommendation of 18.5-9 and the pickle he will end up in (Oetke vascillates between terming the call for the inference a “demand,” a “recommendation,” and “advice”). Oetke translates (Oetke 2003: 124):
But this one (i.e. the Mādhyamika who acts according to the postulate that has been advocated in the preceding objection) employs against [the] other [interlocutor] (i.e. his opponent) only a means of proving the proposition asserted by himself in such a way that its essence is only an assertion [and not as something which is accepted by him] because [for him] indicators and examples are not possible [as entities which are acknowledged as existing by him]; therefore he brings only himself into inconsistency [with himself] because he accepts a thesis as something which lacks [appropriate] support and cannot instill conviction in other [persons, who do not by themselves believe his thesis, in particular his opponents].

In determining the Mādhyamika to be the subject of the passage, Oetke must have turned a blind eye to the fact that his mode of dealing with pronouns here contradicts his postulate that the referents of demonstrative pronouns “can be found out by a potential hearer or reader with sufficient certainty and without requiring an unreasonable amount of effort” (Oetke 2003: 127). Oetke also overlooks that two pronouns, sa and ayam, have to be taken into consideration. He does not seek out a referent for sa at all; he ignores it (somewhat questionable procedure for a scholar who, alluding to his analysis of PsP_L 19.3-7, states, “There are cases in which it is apposite to account for each individual word including the most minute particles” [ibid., p. 130]). Oetke instead focuses on ayam. He does not seek a referent for it in nyāya or pareṇa or any other noun of the segment, but rather decides that Candrakīrti intends it in a more general way to refer to any Mādhyamika who might follow the PsP_L 18.7-8 recommendation and set forth an independent inference. In Oetke’s words: “… ayam in sa cāyaṃ paraṃ prati is employed in order to refer (in a general manner) to a(ny) person who follows the advice that had been formulated in the preceding objection …” (ibid., p. 124-125). I think that most readers of the passage will agree that this as an extremely forced interpretation of ayam, and one that is neither required nor supported by the context.

Even if Oetke had taken sa into consideration and insisted that its referent has to be the Mādhyamika because he was mentioned at PsP_L 18.5, the argument would have to be rejected, because the form there is mādhyamikānām, and a plural form can hardly be the referent of singular sa.

To return to my interpretation: sa refers back to para of PsP_L 19.3 and ayam specifies that the opponent is the Sāṅkhya. para of 19.4’s param prati, then, has to be understood as the Sāṅkhya’s opponent, i.e., the
Mādhyamika. *ayam* of 19.5 is again clearly the Sāṅkhya, and *pareṣām* of 19.6 his opponents, the Mādhyamikas (cf. the genitive plural of 18.5). *asya* of the following sentence *idam evāsya spāṭalaram dīṣaṇaṃ yaduta svapratijñātārthaḥsādhanāsāmarthāṃ* is naturally once more the Sāṅkhya. Oetke points out that the referent of *asya* could be *sādhana* of 19.4 (he translates “of him/it” [Oetke 2003: 127]), a suggestion that cannot be dismissed. Oetke’s minimizing of the problem involved when the referent of *asya* is taken to be the Sāṅkhya even though the referent of the previous two *ayams* is, in his opinion, the Mādhyamika is, however, unacceptable. *asya* needs a referent, and the referent of singular *asya* definitely cannot be plural *pareṣām*, as Oetke would have it; Oetke anyway understands *pareṣām* to be intended in the more general sense of “other [persons, who do not by themselves believe his thesis, in particular his opponents]” (ibid., p. 124).

Given that the referent of *sa* has to be the Sāṅkhya, and that other-acknowledged inferences, not (according to Oetke’s interpretation) inferences relying on categorical propositions, are called for with PsP_L 18.5-9, I see little point in critiquing Oetke’s explanation of the rest of the segment in any detail. Let it merely be said that his strained explanation of the compound *svapratijñāmātrasāratayā*, especially of the word *sāra* (see Oetke 2003: 125f.) is completely unconvincing, and that his mode of dealing with the text, i.e., his dropping of *sva* from the compound (*sva* is attested in the palm-leaf manuscript and all fourteen paper manuscripts) because it does not suit his purposes, is highly suspect. There is one point made by Oetke, however, that does need to be addressed. In the course of setting forth his objections to my earlier conclusion that the Sāṅkhya is referred to with *sa cāyam*, he argues that if the subject of *svapratijñātārthaḥsādhanam upādatte* (“employs a proof of the matter he has proposed”; PsP_L 19.4-5) really would be the Sāṅkhya, then one would expect to find some mention of or allusion to the Sāṅkhya having offered a proof of his thesis somewhere in the preceding text passage (ibid., p. 120). I do not consider it a problem that such is not to be found in the preceding passage. Some Sāṅkhya proof(s) for the position that things arise from themselves, or for a corresponding position, such as that of *satkāryavāda*, would certainly have been known to the Mādhyamikas; note that Sāṅkhya Karikā 9 sets forth five reasons in support of *satkāryavāda*.104 It is possible, even though Can-
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104 Sāṅkhya Karikā 9: *asadakaranād upādānagrahanāt sarvasaṃbhavabhāvāt / śaktasya sākyakaranāt kāraṇabhāvāc ca sat kāryam //*. See YD p. 109-125 for a de-
drakīrti appears to be making reference to one of the words of a thesis at (emended) PsP L 15.4-5 when he states \textit{paraḥ svata utpattim abhy-upagacchan vidyāmānasya punarupāde prayojanam prechyate | svata iti vidyāmānaḥ hetutrena bravīsi tad eva colpadyata iti}, that the thesis Candrakīrti refers to in the 19.3-7 segment was not formulated exactly as \textit{bhāvāḥ svata utpadyante}, but even if this was the case, one expects that the reason(s) and example(s) of the inference were proving something similar. It is perhaps worth mentioning in this respect that in the first chapter of his PP Bhāviveka presents a five-membered Sāṅkhya inference which proves that the cause of the “inner distinctions” (\textit{naṅ gi bye brag rnams}) are the three \textit{guṇa}s.\textsuperscript{105}

Oetke praises his interpretation of the emended version of PsP L 19.3-7 as having major consequences for the understanding of a larger section of the PsP (Oetke 2003: 130) and as having “potential relevance for the understanding of fundamental features of Candrakīrti’s philosophy and methodology” (\textit{ibid.}). I am afraid that the discoveries he makes for the section on the basis of his interpretation, like the Mādhyamika(s) he fabricates for 19.3’s \textit{ayam}, are more his own invention than a revealing of Candrakīrti’s views. Summarized, his ideas are as follows. Because he understands 19.3-7 as elucidating why the inferences recommended in the 18.5-9 segment are problematic, and since Candrakīrti claims at 20.1 that Buddhapālita did bring out the Sāṅkhya thesis’ contradiction with an inference, Oetke infers that there must be a difference between the inference recommended in the 18.5-9 segment and the inference referred to at 20.1 and detailed in the subsequent passages. The difference, he concludes, is that the recommended inference relies on categorical propositions, which lead the Mādhyamika into inconsistency because they presuppose that he accepts them when he does not, whereas the inference Candrakīrti claims is implicit in Buddhapālita’s consequence relies merely on conditional propositions, which do not implicate the Mādhyamika in wrong existential presuppositions. The former, unacceptable inference is of the form “A is S, because A is H, like B,” whereas the latter would be, in its explicit form:

\textit{\textsuperscript{105} See PP D 52a6-52b1 and Ames 1993: 231f. Ames notes that Avalokitavrata glosses “internal distinctions” (\textit{naṅ gi bye brag rnams}; Ames suggests *\textit{ādhyātmikā bhedāḥ}) as “the inner āyatanas, the eye and so on, which are distinguished by mutually different characteristics” (1993: 249, n. 176).}
“There is no A which is $S^*$, because if there were some A which is $S^*$ it would be $H$, and if there were some A which is $H$, it would be (I, J, K ... and therefore) not *$S$” (Oetke 2003: 129). Oetke admits that he finds the passage in which Candrakīrti explains the latter inference obscure with respect to certain details” (ibid., p. 128) and notes that this inference based on conditional propositions “does not fit in the framework of the classical anumāṇa-doctrine” (ibid., p. 129).

According to my interpretation of the section, and at the risk of repeating myself, it is an other-acknowledged inference, i.e., an inference just from the opponent’s point of view (svata evānumāṇa), that is demanded in the PsP$_L$ 18.5-9 segment. As stated earlier, Candrakīrti refers again at PsP$_L$ 20.1 to exactly this sort of inference, and with the next sentence begins to show just how such an inference can be drawn out of Buddhāpālita’s statement. The five-membered other-acknowledged inference he derives from Buddhāpālita’s statement has exactly the same form as any other classical five-membered inference; it differs only in being accepted solely by the opponent party. Subsequent to deriving this inference, Candrakīrti presents another other-acknowledged inference, this time of the Dignāgean three-membered type. Its form is precisely “A is S, because A is H, like B,” the form Oetke considers Candrakīrti to reject. It deviates from the three-membered inferences accepted by Dignāga only in being accepted exclusively by the opponent. As explained earlier, it is this acceptance solely by the opponent that is the distinguishing feature of Candrakīrti’s inferences.

I realize that I have not addressed everything that could be discussed regarding Oetke’s interpretation of this section of the PsP, but I believe that some of the most basic problems have been touched upon. One would hope that the far more satisfactory reading that my interpretation of the section provides would, in the demonstration of the careful consideration that has gone into it, give Oetke pause for thought and suggest to him that there may well be more scholars in the field of Indology than he would like to admit who are aware of and work using viable and effective methodologies. Speaking generally, it is extraordinarily simplistic to assume that critical reflection has not taken place on the part of others just because one does not reach the same conclusions or because this reflection is not documented in detail. Nevertheless, I am certain that Oetke’s meticulous description of and discussion
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regarding the optimality-principles will prove valuable to students and scholars who have not yet learned or are in the process of learning to work critically.

APPENDIX: TEXT-CRITICAL COMMENTS

1) PsP Sanskrit atiprasaṅgadosāt (cf. PsP_L 14.1-2) vs. BP Tib skye ba thug pa med par ’gyur ba’i phyir

The second fault stated by Buddhapālita is presented in BP Tib as skye ba thug pa med par ’gyur ba’i phyir (BP_s11 10.13-14; LVP reconstructs as janmānavasthānāt [PsP_L 14, n. 1] “because there would be an infinite succession of arising”). PsP Skt, in contrast, reads atiprasaṅgadosāt. A comparison of each of the PsP Tib quotations in the first chapter of the PsP with both their PsP Skt versions and their versions in the Tibetan source translations has allowed me to conclude that the PsP Tib translators did not translate the citations they encountered in PsP Skt, but rather copied the Tibetan of the premade translations of the source texts directly into PsP Tib, occasionally making minor adjustments to the text of the premade translation (see above, p. 163). I am therefore of the opinion that the PsP Tib translators “pasted” in the BP Tib quotation – which they have taken over from either BP or PP (the citation is identical in both) – and introduced certain changes, one of them being the change from skye ba thug pa med par ’gyur ba’i phyir to shin tu that bar ’gyur ba’i phyir, a change that permits PsP Tib to better reflect PsP Skt’s atiprasaṅgadosāt (doṣa has not been translated). Note that Candrakīrti makes reference to anavasthā in his defence of this statement of Buddhapālita’s (cf. PsP_L 15.6), which might suggest that the reading in BP Skt was *janmānavasthātvāt. He also makes reference to aniṣṭhā (’na[vasthā] cāpy aniṣṭeti of PsP_L 15.7 must be emended to na cāpy anīṣṭheti), which could alternatively suggest that the reading in BP was *janmāniṣṭhātvāt. The lack of a corresponding abstract form and the ’gyur ba in BP Tib, on the other hand, could indicate that *janmāniṣṭhāpatteḥ comes closer to the original Sanskrit compound.

Whatever the original reading, it would appear that Candrakīrti, as in a number of other cases in the first chapter, is responsible for the change in wording. Of course, it not impossible that Jñānagarbha and Klu’i rgyal mtshan, the translators of BP and PP, also read atiprasaṅgadosāt and decided to spell out the absurdity in their translation; one would have to be better informed about their translation techniques to know
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if they took such liberties with the text. Buddhapālita’s explanation *atha sann api jāyeta na kadācin na jāyeta, however, would seem to nicely explain *janmāniṣṭhā(patteh). It is also possible, though I think less likely, that BP attested *anisthāprasāṅgadosāt and that this had become corrupted by the time Candrakīrti read the text to atiprasāṅgadosāt. It is, however, difficult to imagine why the BP translators would have translated the former as skye ba thug pa med par ’gyur ba’i phyir. Later on in the first chapter of the PsP, PsP Skt’s “fault of a succession without end” (anisthādosā) is translated with thug pa med pa’i skyon (LVP has wrongly emended to anavasthādoṣa [PsP 61.8-9]). See also PsP 210.16 where PsP Tib translates anisthādosaprasāṅgāt (LVP reads anisthādosaprasāṅgāt; mss. P and D read anisthādosaprasāṅgāt) as thug pa med par thal ba’i phyir, and ČŚṬ 228.16 (Tib 229.25-26) where anisthāprasāṅgāt (see ČŚṬ 228, n. 13 where the text’s reading anisthāprasāṅgāt is corrected to anisthāprasāṅgāt) is translated as thug pa med par thal ba’i phyir.

2) ca of paroktadosāparihārāc ca and of prasaṅgavākyatvāc ca (cf. PsP 14.4-15.1)

None of the PsP mss. attest a ca after paroktadosāparihārāc, but PsP Tib, PP (moreso PP P than D), and PPT appear to confirm that it was included in the original Skt of PP and PsP. On the reinterpretation of cca aksaras, see n. 10.

PsP Tib reads gtan tshigs dañ dpe ma brjod pa’i phyir dañ | gzan gys smras pa’i ŋes pa ma bsal ba’i phyir ro || thal bar ’gyur ba’i tshig yin pa’i phyir ... . Although the Peking and Derge translations of this section of PP diverge, both also appear to support inclusion of ca (as can be seen further on in the PsP, however, PsP Tib often adds danh where PsP Skt – correctly – does not attest ca; PP Derge could also be taken to reflect a list of three reasons connected by a single final ca). The corresponding section of PP P reads: gtan tshigs dañ dpe ma brjod pa’i phyir dañ | gzan gys smras pa’i ŋes pa ma bsal ba’i phyir ro || (= PsP Tib) glags yod pa’i tshig yin pa’i phyir te ... (58b8-59a1). PP D reads: gtan tshigs dañ dpe ma brjod pa’i phyir dañ | gzan gys smras pa’i ŋes pa ma bsal ba’i phyir dañ | glags yod pa’i tshig yin pa’i phyir te ... (49a6-7). Given that Peking tends to preserve original readings, I consider PP P to better reflect Bhāviveka’s original Sanskrit (against Yotsuya 1999: 76). It is doubtful that PP D’s second dañ reflects a consciously chosen translation of ca of prasaṅgavākyatvāc ca as found in the PP citation in PsP Skt, for such cas are normally translated by yan; I expect that
PP D originally read as PP P and that \(daḥ\) was, in the absence of an unambiguous (I admit that \(te\) could have intended \(ca\)) equivalent for \(ca\) that would herald the stating of a third reason, added as an editorial improvement or clarification.

Most helpful is the fact that Avalokitavrata comments on the word \(ca\) (\(yaṅ\)) occurring after \(prasaṅgavākyatvā\); this confirms that this \(ca\) as found in PsP Skt (but lacking in PsP Tib and PP Tib) also stood in PP Skt. Note too that PPT’s quotation of Bhāviveka’s critique also contains this \(yaṅ\), and that the first two criticisms, as in PsP Tib and PP P, are presented as a separate unit (\(gzan tshigs daḥ dpe ma brjod pa’i phyir daḥ | gzan gyis smras pa’i ņes pa ma bsal ba’i phyir ro \| glags yol pa’i tshig yin pa’i yan phyir te | skabs kyi don las bzlog pas ...\) (PPT D 73b3-4; P 85b8-86a1). Avalokitavrata states that this \(ca\) indicates that a third fault is being stated. That he deems it necessary to comment on \(ca\) after \(prasaṅgavākyatvā\) as indicating yet another criticism of Budhhapālita’s statement probably shows that he wanted to point out that the three ablatives indicate three reasons of equal weight or status. Thus, even though this \(ca\) is a mere sentence connector (i.e., with it a new sentence starts) that does not connect the reason itself with the two previous reasons, he wanted to indicate that the reason in the sentence it introduces is on a par with the two others. PPT: \(gzan yaṅ de ji ltar rigs pa ma yin že na \| glags yol pa’i tshig yin pa’i yaṅ phyir te \| gnas brtan buddha pā li tas bsad pa (D: rnam par bṣad pa) de ni rgol ba gzan gyi klan ka’i glags yol pa’i tshig yin pa’i phyir yaṅ rigs pa ma yin no \| yaṅ žes bya ba’i sgra ni gstan tshigs daḥ dpe ma brjod pa’i phyir daḥ gzan gyis smras pa’i ņes pa ma bsal ba’i phyir rigs pa ma yin par (D: pa) ’ba’ žig tu ma zad kyi \| de ni glags yol pa’i tshig yin pa’i phyir yaṅ rigs pa ma yin no žes bya bar sbyar ro \| (D 74a2-3; P 86a7-86b1; quoted in Seyfort Ruegg 1981: 64, n. 203). Avalokitavrata’s commentary is translated in Hopkins 1983: 462-466. Hopkins notes that Tson ḫa pa points out that the translations of the beginning of the third criticism vary, “indicating that he favors glags yol pa’i tshig yin pa’i yaṅ phyir te as it is in the edition of Bhāvaviveka he had before him and in Avalokitavrata in the sense of meaning. [Buddhapālita’s interpretation] is also unsuitable because of having words that afford an opportunity [to an opponent to expose contradiction within his own system]’” (1983: 819, n. 375).

The emended PsP Skt would thus, if we disregard for the moment the difference between the translations \(thal bar ’gyur ba’i tshig\) and \(glags yol pa’i tshig\), appear to mirror the structure of the original PP Skt.
Ames appears to translate this part of the PP following Peking and therefore adds “also” in square brackets: “That is not [logically] possible, because no reason and example are given and because faults stated by the opponent are not answered. [Also,] because it is a *prasaṅga*-argument, a [property] to be proved ...” (1993: 222). Yotsuya, on the other hand, chooses to translate following Derge: “This is incorrect, because neither a logical reason (*gtan tshigs, hetu*) nor a logical example (*dpe, drṣṭānta*) has been presented. Nor has the fault (*ūtes pa, doṣa*) pointed out by [your] opponent (= the Sāṃkhya) been eliminated. Furthermore [it is unacceptable] because it is a statement which is open to an objection. Since by the reversal of the matter under discussion ...” (1999: 76).

3) PsP Skt *prasaṅgavākya* (cf. PsP L 15.1) vs. PP Tib *glangs yod pa’i tshig* (*sāvakāśavacana*)

William Ames states that the appearance of *glangs yod pa’i tshig* (*sāvakāśavacana*) in the PP instead of *thaṅ bar ’gyur ba’i tshig* (*prasaṅgavākya*) “does not necessarily mean that the translators had a different Sanskrit text. They may have translated *prasaṅga-vākya* in this way because of the context and because of Avalokitavrata’s subcommentary. Avalokitavrata glosses *glangs yod pa’i tshig* as *rgol ba ggzan gzi klann ka’i glangs yod pa’i tshig,* ‘a statement affording an opportunity for censure by an opponent (Ava P 86a-8, D 74a-2)’” (1993: 244, n. 102). I am inclined, against this, to think that the PP translators did read *sāvakāśavacana* in their ms(s). and thus translated literally, and that it was Candrakīrti who re-worded *sāvakāśavacana* here and on other occasions as *prasaṅgavākya*. His usage of *sāvakāśavacana* in the later question *kuto nu khalu ... ācāryabuddhapālitasya sāvakāśavacanābhidhāyitvam* (see PsP L 24.1-2) is otherwise unexpected and unusual, especially because it is precisely with this sentence that he directly refers to the third fault mentioned by Bhāviveka. Note that when Candrakīrti finishes his argumentation against specific faults and then refers back to them, he tends to formulate his rejection of the fault as a question, e.g., *tat kīṃ ucyate tad ayuktam hetudṛṣṭāntanabhidhānād iti; kutāḥ siddhasādhana-pakṣadosāsāṅkā kuto vā hetor viruddhārhatāsaṅketi; kuto nu khalu ... ācāryabuddhapālitasya sāvakāśavacanābhidhāyitvam*; the aberrant translation *de’i phyir kho bo cag la grub pa’i mtha’ dañ ‘gal ba ga la yod* for *tataś ca siddhāntavirodhāsāṃbhavaḥ* in the reasoning concluded by *kuto nu khalu ...* can probably be explained as the result of the Tibetan translators having noticed this tendency and having decided to present this
conclusion as well as a question. I think it more likely that with kuto
nu khalu ... ācāryabuddhapālitasya sāvakāśavacanābhidhāyi
tvam Candrabharti intentionally foregoes his earlier re-wording and employs exactly
Bhāviveka’s terminology for the sake of having used it at least once
for the stylistic punch it delivers.

4) PsP Skt parasmād utpannā bhāvā janmasāphalyāj janmanirodhāc ceti
(cf. PsP, 15.1-2) vs. PP Tib and PsP Tib dṅos po rnam gzan las skye
bar ’gyur ba daṅ ∣ skye ba ’bras bu daṅ beas pa ñid du ’gyur ba daṅ ∣
skye ba thug pa yod par ’gyur ba ’i phyir

PsP Tib mirrors PP Tib in separating out and listing the reversed
sādhya and sādhana that, according to Bhāviveka, are implied in
Buddhapālita’s original statement instead of, as PsP Skt does, merely
presenting the unitary counterpart to Buddhapālita’s statement inter-
preted as a paryudāsapratisedha: parasmād utpannā bhāvā janmasā-
phalyāj janmanirodhāc ceti: ... dṅos po rnam gzan las skye bar ’gyur ba
daṅ ∣ skye ba ’bras bu daṅ beas pa ñid du ’gyur ba daṅ ∣ skye ba thug pa
yod par ’gyur ba ’i phyir. In two other passages in which Bhāviveka
criticizes Buddhapālita’s prasaṅgas in a similar way, namely, his criti-
cisms of Buddhapālita’s prasaṅga refuting arising from other and that
refuting arising from no cause, PsP Tib and PP Tib likewise only pro-
vide a serial layout of the reversed limbs of the prasaṅgas without
construing them as a unified statement: for the former prasaṅga, the
reversal is presented in PsP Skt as svata ubhayato ’hetuto votpadyante
bhāvāḥ kutaścit kasyacid utpatteḥ, but appears in PsP Tib as: des na de
la thal bar ’gyur ba ’i ṅag yin pa ’i phyir bsgrub par bya ba daṅ sgrub par
byed pa bzlog par byas na ∣ dṅos po rnam bdag gam gñis sam rgyu med
pa las skye bar ’gyur ba daṅ ∣ ’ga’ ʿzig las ’ga’ ʿzig skye bar ’gyur ba ’i phyir
... (cp. PP D 50a6; P 60a6-8); for the latter prasaṅga, PsP Skt presents
the reversal as hetuta utpadyante bhāvāḥ kadācit kutaścit kasyacid utpat-
ter ārambhasāphalyāc ca, but PsP Tib reads: gal te bsgrub par bya ba daṅ
sgrub par byed pa bzlog pa gsal ba ʿṅag gi don du mñon par ’dod na ∣ de ’i
tshe ’di skad du ∣ dṅos po rnam srgyu las skye bar ’gyur ba daṅ ∣ lan ’ga’
kha ʿcig las kha ʿcig skye bar ’gyur ba daṅ ∣ rtsom pa ’bras bu daṅ beas pa
ñid du ’gyur ba ’i phyir ro (cp. PP D 53a5-6; P 64a5-7). The same mode
of presentation is found in the corresponding sections of the PPT (like
the PP, translated by Jñānagarbha and Klu’i rgyal mtshan). Such pas-
sages show quite clearly that the PsP translators had at their disposal
a translation of the PP to which they referred for such quotations.
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